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ABSTRACT

We analyze deep multicolor Advanced Camera images of the largest known gravitational lens, A1689. Radial
and tangential arcs delineate the critical curves in unprecedented detail, and many small counterimages are found
near the center of mass. We construct a flexible light deflection field to predict the appearance and positions of
counterimages. The model is refined as new counterimages are identified and incorporated to improve the model,
yielding a total of 106 images of 30 multiply lensed background galaxies, spanning a wide redshift range, 1:0 <
z < 5:5. The resulting mass map is more circular in projection than the clumpy distribution of cluster galaxies, and
the light is more concentrated than the mass within r < 50 kpc h�1. The projected mass profile flattens steadily to-
ward the center with a shallow mean slope of d log�=d log r ’ �0:55 � 0:1, over the observed range r <250 kpc
h�1, matching well an NFW profile, but with a relatively high concentration, Cvir ¼ 8:2þ2:1

�1:8. A softened isothermal
profile (rcore ¼ 20 � 200) is not conclusively excluded, illustrating that lensing constrains only projected quantities.
Regarding cosmology, we clearly detect the purely geometric increase of bend angles with redshift. The depen-
dence on the cosmological parameters is weak owing to the proximity of A1689, z ¼ 0:18, constraining the locus,
�M þ �� �1:2. This consistency with standard cosmology provides independent support for our model, because
the redshift information is not required to derive an accurate mass map. Similarly, the relative fluxes of the multiple
images are reproduced well by our best-fitting lens model.
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The puzzling ‘‘dark matter’’ phenomenon is strikingly evi-
dent in the centers of massive galaxy clusters, where large ve-
locity dispersions are measured and gravitationally lensed arcs
are often formed. Central cluster masses can be estimated by

several means, leading to exceptionally high mass-to-light ratios,
M=L � 100 h 300 h (M=LB)�, far exceeding both the stars re-
sponsible for the light of the cluster galaxies and the mass of
plasma implied byX-ray data. Reasonable consistency is claimed
between dynamical, hydrodynamic, and lensing-based estimates
of cluster masses, supporting the conventional understanding of
gravity. However, the high M/L implies an unconventional non-
baryonic dark material dominates the mass of clusters.

In detail, a discrepancy is often reported between the strong-
lensing and X-ray mass measurements, in the sense that X-ray
masses are lower in the cluster center. This can be attributed to
gasdynamics in unrelaxed cluster (Allen 1998) or perhaps to
the current restriction on X-ray spectroscopy to energies below
�8 keV, which often falls short of the bremsstrahlung cutoff
for the massive lensing clusters, making temperature measure-
ments uncertain and less direct. In many cases luminous X-ray
clusters display merger-induced effects (Markevitch et al. 2000;
Reiprich et al. 2004), and surprisingly detailed structure in SZ
maps has also been reported for RX 1347�1145 (Kitayama et al.
2004), although sometimes lensing and X-ray–derived mass
profiles are claimed to agree, e.g., MS 1358+6245 (Arabadjis
et al. 2002). Lensingmasses are oftenmade uncertain by obvious
substructures in the cores of massive clusters such as A2218
(Kneib et al. 1996), and weak-lensing measurements are sub-
ject to observational problems (Kaiser et al. 1995) and an in-
herent mass profile degeneracy (Kaiser 1995; Schneider & Seitz
1995).
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Simulations of massive clusters based on interactionless cold
dark matter are reliable enough to make statistical predictions
for the mass profiles of galaxy clusters. A relatively shallow
central mass profile is expected for cluster-sized halos at the
typical Einstein radius of 20–100 h�1 kpc. The gradient of an
NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1996) continuously flattens toward
the center and for the most massive halos is considerably flatter
than a pure isothermal profile interior to the characteristic ra-
dius, but it does not possess a constant density core in the cen-
ter. The limiting inner slope of this profile seems to depend on
the resolution of simulations, with somewhat steeper inner pro-
files claimed for more detailed simulations (Ghigna et al. 1998,
2000; Fukushige & Makino 1997; Okamoto & Habe 1999;
Power et al. 2003; Navarro et al. 2004), with an intrinsic varia-
tion in slopes predicted, related to variations in the assembly
histories (Jing & Suto 2000; Tasitsiomi et al. 2004). Other more
radical suggestions include self-interacting dark matter (Spergel
& Steindhardt 2000), for which the largest deviations should
occur at high density, and hence this idea is amenable to investi-
gation via strong lensing (Miralda-Escudé 2002).

Weak lensing has not yet provided any useful constraint on
the mass profiles of galaxy clusters, with the best current data
unable to distinguish a singular isothermal profile from the
NFW model (e.g., Clowe et al. 2000). This unfortunately fol-
lows from the near degeneracy of weak lensing to the gradient
of the mass profile. The shallower the profile, the more mag-
nified images become, but their shapes are hardly influenced,
because the major and minor axes are stretched by nearly iden-
tical factors, virtually independent of the gradient of the mass
profile. A firmer constraint can be made with magnification in-
formation, breaking the mass-sheet degeneracy, but this re-
quires very deep imaging to overcome the intrinsic clustering
of background galaxies or redshift information to filter the
clustering along the line of sight (Broadhurst et al. 1995).
Measurements of magnification have so far proved noisy with
ground-based data, so that the detection of this effect is currently
restricted to only the most massive clusters (Fort et al. 1997;
Taylor et al. 1998; Croom & Shanks 1999; Mayen & Soucail
2000; Rögnvaldsson et al. 2001; Athreya et al. 2002; Dye et al.
2002).

Strong lensing, leading to multiple images, occurs when the
projected mass density of a body exceeds approximately 1.0 g
cm�2 (Turner et al. 1984), producing elongated images of ex-
tended background galaxies (Paczyński 1987). This limit is sur-
passed it seems for nearly all distant clusters identified in deep
survey work (Gioia et al. 1995; Gladders et al. 2003; Zaritsky &
Gonzalez 2003; Rosati et al. 2004), where giant arcs are com-
monly seen. However, at low redshift, z < 0:1, many fewer
clusters are known to display giant arcs. Here, lensing is harder
to recognize because the isophotes of a low-redshift central
cD galaxy extend over a larger angular scale, exceeding the
Einstein radius, which has only a weak dependence on the clus-
ter redshift, thereby burying the main arcs. Only a few examples
of giant arcs have been identified in nearby clusters, requiring
ingenuity and careful extraction (Allen et al. 1996; Blakeslee &
Metzger 1999; Blakeslee et al. 2001, Cypriano et al. 2001).
Further work from space should perhaps be attempted given the
detailed complementary information available on the internal
dynamics and X-ray properties of the well-studied nearby
clusters.

It is important to appreciate that the vast majority of strongly
lensed background galaxies do not resemble giant arcs and al-
though images near the critical radius must be highly elongated,
in practice they are often only marginally resolved, even in

high-resolutionHubble Space Telescope (HST ) data. This is be-
cause the faint galaxy population is intrinsically small, FWHM �
0B2 at faint magnitudes, suffering pronounced,�(1þ z)�1:5, an-
gular size evolution (Bouwens et al. 1998a, 1998b, 2003). In the
limit of point sources, such as quasars, resolving the elonga-
tion is infeasible. In addition, substructure in the cores of clus-
ters complicates the appearance of arcs, so that images formed in
regions between subclumps can be stretched roughly equally in
all directions, leaving the shape of an image little affected, even
if the source is highly magnified. This is also the case for images
formed in an annulus lying between the radial and tangential
critical curves, on the contour where the surface mass density is
equal to the critical density (see, e.g., Figs. 1, 2, and 3), sepa-
rating an inner region where images are radially directed from
the outer area where they are predominantly tangential in shape.
The mass contained within the Einstein radius is given by

fundamental constants and with knowledge of the distances in-
volved and is therefore independent of the mass profile, provided
the critical curve is approximately circular. Typically, significant
asymmetry is evident and corrections must be made, although
these are small in some favorable cases, for example, the well-
studied clusters Cl0024+17 (Colley et al. 1996; Broadhurst et al.
2000), A370 (Bézecourt et al. 1999), and MS 2137 (Hammer
et al. 1997; Kneib et al. 2003; Sand et al, 2002; Gavazzi et al.
2003).
The clearest example of multiple lensing around a galaxy

cluster is arguably the symmetric system identified around
Cl0024+17, consisting of four tangential images lying on a
nearly circular ring of radius �3100 (Smail et al. 1994) and a
small additional central image (Colley et al. 1996). These, to-
gether with a measurement of the redshift of the lensed system,
have been used to produce an accurate central mass for the
region enclosing the Einstein radius, yielding a precise ratio for
the center, M=L(r < 100 kpc h�1) ¼ 320 h � 20 h (M=LB)�
(Broadhurst et al. 2000). In modeling this cluster, Broadhurst
et al. (2000) find that the mass distribution closely follows that
of the central luminous galaxies and the lensed images are read-
ily reproduced in detail with only a modest number of param-
eters. A second pair of multiple images is identified for this
cluster and predicted to lie at z ¼ 1:3, given their smaller rel-
ative deflection compared with the main system of arcs at z ¼
1:67. Careful work has also been performed on a number of
other clusters, most notably A2218, MS 0404, and MS 2137
(Kneib et al. 1996; Hammer et al. 1997; Gavazzi et al. 2003) for
which two or three sets of multiple images are identified in each
cluster, with varying conclusions regarding the mass profile de-
pending on assumptions about the symmetry of the dark matter
and the relative contribution of the central cD galaxy, which is
particularly prominent in the case of MS 2137.
Here we concentrate on A1689, which has the largest known

Einstein radius of all the massive lensing clusters, of approxi-
mately 5000 in radius, based on the radius of curvature of a giant
low surface brightness arc. Relatively little work on this cluster
has been carried out with HST, and the field of WFPC2 is too
small to cover the full area interior to the Einstein radius. Al-
though no actual multiple images had been identified prior to
this investigation, we were confident that the exceptional depth
and high resolution of the Advanced Camera would lead to the
detection of many sets of multiple images, more than possible
around other clusters, by virtue of the large Einstein radius.
We begin by describing the target selection (x 2), observa-

tions (x 3), and photometric analysis (x 4). We then visually
identify the most obvious multiply lensed systems (x 5), al-
lowing us to develop an initial mass model and refine the model
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in an iterative process. Section 6 describes the 30 multiply im-
aged sources we have identified. We integrate the cluster light
(x 7) for comparison with our mass model. Section 8 describes
the actual procedure to construct the model. The resulting mass
map, comparisons to other work, and cosmological implications

are described in xx 8–13. Finally, we summarize our conclusions
(x 14). Note that throughout we adopt H0 ¼ 100 km s�1 Mpc�1

to allow comparison with earlier work.

2. TARGET SELECTION

The ACS Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO) program
includes deep observations of several massive, intermediate red-
shift galaxy clusters. Our aims are to determine the distribution
of the matter in clusters, to place new constraints on the cos-
mological parameters, and to study the distant lensed galaxies,
taking advantage of the large magnifications.

In selecting a target for a deep lensing study, we are not
tempted to pursue the well-known systems with notorious giant
arcs. Instead we select our target principally by the size of the
Einstein radius, in order to uncover as many multiply lensed
background galaxies as possible. All background galaxies whose
images fall within an area of approximately twice the Einstein
radius will belong to a set of multiply lensed images; thus a larger
Einstein radius will provide greater numbers of multiple images.
With sufficiently deep multicolor images of high spatial resolu-
tion, we can confidently integrate for long periods, secure that for
systems of large Einstein radius many examples of multiply
lensed background galaxies will be registered. For this reason
A1689 is the preferred choice, being the largest known lens, with
an Einstein radius of approximately 5000, much larger than other
better studied lensing clusters with typically only �1500 radius,
corresponding to a of factor of �10 times more sky to a fixed
magnification and hence a similar gain in the numbers of ex-
pected lensed galaxies around the Einstein radius, depending on
the slope of the faint galaxy counts. In addition, the relatively low
redshift of A1689 means that we are not concerned so much with
foreground contamination, thereby minimizing potential confu-
sion when identifying counterimages.

We prefer to image deeply only a few clusters rather than
make a larger survey, to secure significantly new information
regarding the nature of dark matter. An approximate rule for
cluster mass modeling is that the ‘‘resolution’’ with which we

Fig. 3.—Profile here is relatively shallow, corresponding to the profile in
the left-hand column of Fig. 30. A larger radial critical curve forms and the
relative magnification of images interior to the radial critical curve are larger
than for steeper profiles, and the arcs are relatively longer. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 1.—Figure illustrates the way images appear to be distorted and mag-
nified by our best-fitting lens model. We generate the images from a grid of
small circular sources using our best-fit lens to remap them onto the image
plane. Overlayed on this plot is the magnification map, which is color-coded to
indicate the location of the critical curves and the relative strength of the mag-
nification (for comparison with the next two similar figures). Note how a well-
defined radial critical curve appears here, highlighted by spokelike images that
bisect it, with much smaller less magnified images inside the radial critical
curve. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 2.—Same as the previous figure, but for a steeper mass profile, corre-
sponding to the right-hand column of Fig. 30. Here the magnifications of
images interior to the tangential critical curve are relatively small and no dis-
tinct radial critical curve is generated, unlike the observations. The generally
higher surface density of image reflects the generally small magnification by a
steeper mass profile (for a fixed Einstein radius.) [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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can map the mass distribution depends on the surface density
of multiply lensed images. To find many of these systems, the
observations have to be deep. However, it is very difficult to get
redshifts for galaxies fainter than I k 24:5 25 even with the best
instrument/telescope combinations available from the ground. In
order to overcome this limitation, we have split our observations
into four filters, F475W, F625W, F775W, and F850LP, in order to
obtain reliable photometric redshift information, which can be
compared with the known redshifts of some of these arcs that we
have obtained already (Frye et al. 2002).

3. OBSERVATIONS

A1689 was observed in 2002 June with the newly installed
ACS onHST. The ACS images are aligned, cosmic-ray–rejected,
and drizzled together using the ACS GTO pipeline (Blakeslee
et al. 2003). We utilize the full spectral range of the Advanced
Camera, matching the relative depths of exposures in the g, r, i,
and z passbands to the relative instrumental sensitivity. In total
we imaged four orbits in G and R, three in I, and seven in Z (see
Table 1). We use the 2002 February 25 CALACS zero points,
offset by small amounts necessary for the errors present in this
calibration.We reach 10 �magnitudes for point sources (inside a
4 ; FWHM aperture) of 27.5 in the g band, 27.2 in the r and i
bands, and 26.7 in the z band. Table 1 summarizes the observa-
tions. The depth of the data and color coverage are unprece-
dented for deep lensing work, and as we see below, sufficient for
reliably identifying many sets of multiply lensed images.

We complemented our ACS-based observations withU-band
observations obtained with the DuPont Telescope at Las
Campanas Observatory, with a final point-spread function
(PSF) FWHM ¼ 0B59 and also J,H, and K data at La Silla with
the NTT telescope, with PSF width of �0B8 and AB limiting
magnitudes of 24.21, 22.83, and 22.2, respectively. These data
sets will be discussed in more detail in an upcoming paper
(D. Coe et al. 2005, in preparation). Although they are far from
matching the depth of our ACS data, nevertheless they are use-
ful in improving our photometric redshifts for the brighter or
redder galaxies.

4. PHOTOMETRY

Photometry of faint objects in a cluster crowded field presents
several challenges. The standard software for this task, SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996), cannot be applied directly to the im-
ages. The presence of bright, extended galaxies complicates the
estimation of the real background, and even if this problem
is solved by including an external background estimation, the
software is not able to deblend even moderately faint objects
from the central cluster galaxies. To overcome this problem,
we have carefully fitted and subtracted the central cluster gal-

axies. This process will be described in detail in an upcom-
ing paper by Zekser et al. (2004). We combine the g, r, i, and
z images, weighting by the inverse of the variance of each image
to create a detection image. After the bright galaxy subtraction,
SExtractor produces a detection of most of the faint objects in
this image, although in some difficult cases the apertures have to
be defined manually. We measure isophotal magnitudes within
these apertures, which have been shown to produce more ac-
curate colors and photometric redshifts (Benı́tez et al. 2004).
We use the same ACS-defined apertures for measuring mag-
nitudes in the ground-based images, correcting for the differ-
ences in the PSF using a new software we have developed
(D. Coe et al. 2005, in preparation).

4.1. Photometric Redshifts

We estimate photometric redshifts using the Bayesian-based
analysis code BPZ (Benı́tez 2000) and the new set of templates
introduced in Benı́tez et al. (2003). BPZ produces a full redshift
probability distribution of the form

p(zjC ) /
X
T

p(z; T jm0)p(Cjz; T ); ð1Þ

where p(D|z ,T ) is the redshift likelihood obtained by compar-
ing the observed colors C with the redshifted library of tem-
plates T. The factor p(z, T |m0) is a prior that represents the
redshift /spectral mix distribution as a function of the observed
I-band magnitude. We use a prior that describes the redshift /
spectral type mix in the Hubble Deep Field–North, which has
been shown to significantly reduce the number of ‘‘cata-
strophic’’ errors (�z > 1) in the photometric redshift catalog
(see Benı́tez et al. 2004 and references therein). We have mod-
ified this prior to adapt it to this particular catalog of objects,
which are known to be background to the cluster and strongly
magnified. The prior excludes the redshift range z < 0:7 and
assumes that the lensing-corrected fluxes of the galaxies can be
up to 20 times fainter than observed. The resulting redshifts for
each individual arc are listed in Table 2. To obtain the redshift of
the system, we take advantage of the Bayesian framework and
combine all the individual redshift probability distributions into
a single probability for the system, p(zjC ) /

Q
pi(zjC ), where

i ¼ 1; : : : ; n corresponds to each of the multiple images. This
may seem to have the same of effect of simply adding together
all the observed fluxes and then estimating the redshift of the
combined system. This would be the case if the only source of
error in our photometric measurements were random noise, but
unfortunately this is not so, in some cases, because of the pres-
ence of nearby residuals from the bright galaxy subtraction, our
apertures are contaminated by spurious light, a problem espe-
cially common for the ground-based observations. Combining

TABLE 1

ACS WFC Imaging of A1689

ACS WFC filter

Exposure Time

(s) Number of Exposuresa
Area

(arcmin2) Extinctionb mlim
c Observation Dates

F475W.................. 9,500 8 11.73 0.107 27.24 2002 Jun 15 and 16

F625W.................. 9,500 8 11.70 0.076 27.00 2002 Jun 14

F775W.................. 11,800 10 11.63 0.057 26.92 2002 Jun 13 and 20

F850LP................. 16,600 14 11.79 0.042 26.50 2002 Jun 12 and 16

a This includes pointings and CR splits.
b From Schlegel et al. 1998.
c This is the 10 � limiting magnitude within a 0B2 aperture. Because of the high-quality PSF, the limiting magnitude for point sources

within a 4 ; FWHM aperture is �0.2 mag fainter than this value.
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TABLE 2

Multiple Arc Systems in A1689

Arc ID

R.A.

(J2000.0)

Decl.

(J2000.0) X a Y a iF775W
b zphot

c zbest
d zspec

e

1.1f.................. 13 11 26.4498 �1 19 56.753 8.72 �54.80 23.44 3:030:530:53 2:990:480:48 3.04g, h

1.2................... 13 11 26.2812 �1 20 00.261 4.48 �55.60 23.69 3:040:530:53 2:990:480:48 . . .

1.3................... 13 11 29.7771 �1 21 07.475 �34.12 20.40 24.52 3:270:560:56 2:990:480:48 . . .
1.4................... 13 11 33.0629 �1 20 27.403 23.08 48.00 24.16 2:940:520:52 2:990:480:48 3.05g

1.5................... 13 11 31.9350 �1 20 05.998 35.27 23.60 24.62 3:350:570:57 2:990:480:48 . . .

1.6................... 13 11 29.8536 �1 20 38.413 �7.33 9.10 25.82 1:061:910:27 2:990:480:48 . . .
2.1................... 13 11 26.5237 �1 19 55.450 10.38 �54.35 23.37 2:620:470:48 2:540:420:42 . . .

2.2................... 13 11 32.9642 �1 20 25.494 24.18 45.85 24.18 2:570:470:47 2:540:420:42 . . .

2.3................... 13 11 31.9728 �1 20 07.147 34.48 24.60 24.36 2:640:480:48 2:540:420:42 . . .

2.4................... 13 11 29.8119 �1 21 06.008 �32.58 20.25 24.48 2:360:440:44 2:540:420:42 . . .
2.5................... 13 11 29.8790 �1 20 39.365 �8.03 9.85 25.63 1:590:860:34 2:540:420:42 . . .

3.1................... 13 11 32.0428 �1 20 27.520 16.48 34.20 26.65 5:480:850:85 5:470:780:78 . . .

3.2................... 13 11 32.1718 �1 20 33.287 12.08 38.40 26.85 5:450:850:85 5:470:780:78 . . .

3.3................... 13 11 31.6850 �1 20 56.040 �11.62 41.45 . . . . . . 5:470:780:78 . . .
4.1................... 13 11 32.1705 �1 20 57.355 �9.73 48.60 24.62 1:060:270:27 1:330:280:28 . . .

4.2................... 13 11 30.5186 �1 21 12.026 �33.52 32.40 23.91 1:320:300:31 1:330:280:28 . . .

4.3................... 13 11 30.7576 �1 20 08.322 25.68 8.60 25.12 1:470:320:33 1:330:280:28 . . .

4.4................... 13 11 26.2866 �1 20 35.422 �27.33 �40.60 24.67 1:330:310:31 1:330:280:28 . . .
4.5................... 13 11 29.8458 �1 20 29.357 0.83 5.15 . . . . . . 1:330:280:28 . . .

5.1................... 13 11 29.0655 �1 20 48.776 �21.73 2.80 24.42 3:290:560:56 3:270:510:51 . . .

5.2................... 13 11 29.2248 �1 20 44.153 �16.53 3.00 24.92 3:160:550:55 3:270:510:51 . . .
5.3................... 13 11 34.1199 �1 20 20.919 35.68 59.60 25.26 2:150:670:41 3:270:510:51 . . .

6.1................... 13 11 30.7484 �1 19 37.995 53.08 �4.40 23.61 1:220:290:29 1:170:260:26 . . .

6.2................... 13 11 33.3475 �1 20 12.174 38.68 45.40 23.85 1:310:300:30 1:170:260:26 . . .

6.3................... 13 11 32.7510 �1 19 54.506 50.88 29.80 23.02 0:940:260:25 1:170:260:26 . . .
6.4................... 13 11 32.4824 �1 19 58.857 45.23 28.00 24.00 1:090:270:27 1:170:260:26 . . .

7.1................... 13 11 25.4491 �1 20 51.843 �47.53 �45.00 23.31 4:920:780:78 4:920:710:71 4.87h

7.2................... 13 11 30.6715 �1 20 13.902 20.08 9.80 24.19 5:200:810:81 4:920:710:71 . . .

7.3................... 13 11 29.8204 �1 20 24.870 4.73 2.90 28.23 0:774:010:23 4:920:710:71 . . .
8.1................... 13 11 32.2984 �1 20 50.909 �3.08 47.60 24.54 2:630:480:48 2:670:480:74 . . .

8.2................... 13 11 31.4027 �1 21 05.541 �22.03 41.65 24.31 2:770:500:50 2:670:480:74 . . .

8.3................... 13 11 31.5056 �1 20 14.078 25.23 21.20 25.71 2:750:490:89 2:670:480:74 . . .
8.4................... 13 11 25.5301 �1 20 20.162 �18.32 �57.35 23.97 0:700:220:22 2:670:480:74 . . .

8.5................... 13 11 30.3295 �1 20 30.494 2.88 12.20 27.42 0:772:530:23 2:670:480:74 . . .

9.1................... 13 11 30.3084 �1 19 48.652 40.62 �5.85 25.92 4:970:780:78 5:160:740:74 . . .

9.2................... 13 11 33.5206 �1 20 50.335 5.23 63.95 27.53 1:060:270:27 5:160:740:74 . . .
9.3................... 13 11 28.7470 �1 21 15.805 �48.23 9.95 25.72 5:160:810:81 5:160:740:74 . . .

9.4................... 13 11 26.2723 �1 20 26.927 �19.73 �44.40 27.15 5:170:810:81 5:160:740:74 . . .

10.1................. 13 11 33.9794 �1 20 50.855 7.68 70.40 23.66 1:750:740:36 1:570:310:31 1.37g

10.2................. 13 11 28.0499 �1 20 12.477 4.67 �26.40 23.30 1:540:330:33 1:570:310:31 . . .
10.3................. 13 11 29.3180 �1 20 27.744 �1.07 �2.70 25.15 2:570:470:63 1:570:310:31 . . .

11.1................. 13 11 33.3423 �1 21 06.754 �10.78 68.50 24.03 2:910:510:51 2:900:470:47 . . .

11.2................. 13 11 29.0588 �1 20 01.292 21.23 �17.45 23.36 2:870:510:51 2:900:470:47 . . .
11.3................. 13 11 29.4933 �1 20 26.381 1.28 �0.90 26.78 1:580:730:52 2:900:470:47 . . .

12.1................. 13 11 30.3638 �1 19 51.471 38.43 �3.90 25.39 1:870:380:38 1:870:340:34 1.82g

12.2................. 13 11 27.3591 �1 20 54.946 �38.18 �17.75 24.30 1:990:390:39 1:870:340:34 1.82g,h, i, j

12.3................. 13 11 27.2257 �1 20 51.910 �36.27 �20.85 23.97 1:990:390:39 1:870:340:34 . . .
12.4................. 13 11 28.9644 �1 21 10.265 �41.83 10.55 25.93 1:920:380:38 1:870:340:34 . . .

12.5................. 13 11 33.4898 �1 20 51.555 3.93 64.05 25.55 1:870:380:38 1:870:340:34 . . .

13.1................. 13 11 32.8241 �1 19 24.371 78.62 18.00 24.10 1:020:280:27 1:020:240:24 . . .

13.2................. 13 11 32.9847 �1 19 25.831 78.33 20.80 23.68 0:720:230:23 1:020:240:24 . . .
13.3................. 13 11 33.3934 �1 19 31.134 76.12 28.60 24.12 1:100:280:28 1:020:240:24 . . .

14.1................. 13 11 29.0279 �1 21 41.802 �69.98 24.80 24.98 3:370:570:82 3:410:530:53 . . .

14.2................. 13 11 29.4588 �1 21 42.623 �67.98 31.00 25.99 3:640:610:61 3:410:530:53 . . .

15.1................. 13 11 28.0753 �1 20 15.196 2.38 �24.90 25.69 1:990:390:39 1:990:360:36 . . .
15.2................. 13 11 34.0756 �1 20 51.311 7.88 71.90 25.79 2:000:390:39 1:990:360:36 . . .

15.3................. 13 11 29.2387 �1 20 27.573 �1.43 �3.85 27.16 1:970:390:43 1:990:360:36 . . .

16.1................. 13 11 27.9835 �1 20 25.319 �7.38 �21.85 23.68 1:810:370:37 2:010:360:36 . . .
16.2................. 13 11 28.9137 �1 20 28.546 �4.38 �7.85 25.06 2:260:430:43 2:010:360:36 . . .

16.3................. 13 11 34.3985 �1 20 46.402 14.38 74.20 25.35 1:800:710:37 2:010:360:36 . . .

17.1................. 13 11 30.6557 �1 20 24.890 10.03 14.25 24.19 2:740:490:49 2:220:390:39 . . .

17.2................. 13 11 30.3890 �1 20 27.765 5.73 11.85 25.11 2:020:400:40 2:220:390:39 . . .
17.3................. 13 11 24.9804 �1 20 41.865 �41.48 �55.60 24.31 2:250:430:43 2:220:390:39 . . .

18.1................. 13 11 28.2448 �1 20 09.540 8.58 �25.00 25.00 2:560:470:47 2:540:420:42 . . .



the redshift probabilities together automatically ‘‘prunes’’ some
of the spurious peaks and quickly shows when one of the in-
dividual arc photometries is seriously contaminated and should
be excluded from the redshift estimation for the whole sys-
tem. The final redshifts for the whole systems are presented in
Table 2.

5. INITIAL MULTIPLE-IMAGE IDENTIFICATION

Inspection of the color image of the cluster provides, after
some hours of scrutiny, several convincing cases of multiple
imaging, which are later verified using the model. For example,

the very red galaxy identified by Frye et al. (2002) at z ¼ 4:9
(object 7.1; Fig. 4) has an obvious symmetrically placed coun-
terpart of the same unusual color in the form of a radial arc
close to the center of the cluster (object 7.2; Fig. 4). The relative
rarity of such bright red images adds confidence in this case. For
bluer galaxies it is harder to choose between the many faint
similarly blue background images, and experience warns us that
counterimages can form in the most unlikely places. Small
changes in the scaling of the bend angle from the unknown
source distance alters the location and even the formation of
counterimages, and hence it becomes clear that the guidance of

TABLE 2—Continued

Arc ID

R.A.

(J2000.0)

Decl.

(J2000.0) X a Y a iF775W
b zphot

c zbest
d zspec

e

18.2.............. 13 11 33.8200 �1 20 54.539 3.33 69.80 . . . . . . 2:540:420:42 . . .
18.3.............. 13 11 29.3622 �1 20 27.392 �0.48 �2.25 26.78 1:580:730:52 2:540:420:42 . . .

19.1.............. 13 11 31.6333 �1 20 22.597 18.32 26.55 24.83 1:720:360:36 2:630:440:44 . . .

19.2.............. 13 11 25.2404 �1 20 20.003 �20.03 �61.35 25.23 2:740:490:49 2:630:440:44 . . .
19.3.............. 13 11 31.9546 �1 20 59.315 �12.88 46.50 25.88 1:570:340:34 2:630:440:44 . . .

19.4.............. 13 11 32.0523 �1 20 57.131 �10.28 46.90 24.76 2:580:470:47 2:630:440:44 . . .

19.5.............. 13 11 30.2100 �1 20 33.961 �1.03 12.05 27.94 4:541:660:73 2:630:440:44 . . .

20.1.............. 13 11 31.1430 �1 21 40.935 �55.73 53.15 22.80 1:630:350:34 1:120:250:25 . . .
20.2.............. 13 11 32.2212 �1 21 29.299 �38.33 62.85 . . . . . . 1:120:250:25 . . .

21.1.............. 13 11 31.0264 �1 20 45.776 �6.53 28.15 25.15 1:790:370:37 1:780:330:33 . . .

21.2.............. 13 11 30.8009 �1 20 44.743 �7.03 24.65 26.70 1:590:340:34 1:780:330:33 . . .

21.3.............. 13 11 25.2540 �1 20 11.207 �11.98 �64.90 25.59 1:780:360:36 1:780:330:33 . . .
22.1.............. 13 11 29.6859 �1 20 08.794 18.43 �5.75 23.66 1:990:390:39 1:980:360:36 . . .

22.2.............. 13 11 29.6156 �1 20 23.762 4.42 �0.35 25.49 1:990:590:39 1:980:360:36 . . .

22.3.............. 13 11 32.4150 �1 21 15.917 �24.98 59.80 23.27 1:960:390:39 1:980:360:36 . . .
23.1.............. 13 11 29.5299 �1 20 10.016 16.32 �7.35 24.63 2:030:400:40 2:000:360:36 . . .

23.2.............. 13 11 29.5545 �1 20 22.891 4.83 �1.55 25.99 1:990:620:39 2:000:360:36 . . .

23.3.............. 13 11 32.6585 �1 21 15.199 �22.78 62.80 24.72 2:000:390:39 2:000:360:36 . . .

24.1.............. 13 11 29.1913 �1 20 56.177 �27.62 7.65 25.24 2:630:480:48 2:520:420:42 . . .
24.2.............. 13 11 32.0642 �1 19 50.560 50.08 18.80 24.80 2:500:460:46 2:520:420:42 . . .

24.3.............. 13 11 30.2944 �1 19 34.140 53.68 �12.20 24.33 2:430:450:45 2:520:420:42 . . .

24.4.............. 13 11 33.7184 �1 20 19.863 34.08 53.70 24.99 2:810:500:69 2:520:420:42 . . .

24.5.............. 13 11 29.6289 �1 20 36.999 �7.48 5.45 27.27 4:550:800:73 2:520:420:42 . . .
25.1.............. 13 11 28.4949 �1 20 34.990 �12.88 �10.80 25.44 4:590:730:73 4:530:660:66 . . .

25.2.............. 13 11 34.6484 �1 20 33.581 27.58 72.15 26.62 4:420:710:71 4:530:660:66 . . .

26.1.............. 13 11 25.1545 �1 20 32.763 �32.12 �57.10 24.67 1:080:390:27 1:070:250:25 . . .

26.2.............. 13 11 31.3260 �1 20 25.241 13.98 23.50 25.39 1:040:270:27 1:070:250:25 . . .
26.3.............. 13 11 30.2420 �1 20 32.585 0.43 11.90 27.42 0:772:530:23 1:070:250:25 . . .

27.1.............. 13 11 25.1730 �1 20 33.113 �32.33 �56.70 25.22 1:810:370:37 1:740:330:33 . . .

27.2.............. 13 11 31.3668 �1 20 24.644 14.78 23.80 26.19 1:580:480:34 1:740:330:33 . . .
27.3.............. 13 11 30.1918 �1 20 32.894 �0.18 11.35 29.82 4:551:630:73 1:740:330:33 . . .

28.1.............. 13 11 28.2978 �1 20 10.907 7.68 �23.70 27.20 1:174:290:29 5:450:770:77 . . .

28.2.............. 13 11 34.2602 �1 21 00.009 1.18 78.10 26.47 2:000:431:23 5:450:770:77 . . .

29.1.............. 13 11 29.2256 �1 20 57.909 �28.98 8.85 25.97 2:470:570:46 2:490:420:42 . . .
29.2.............. 13 11 30.0380 �1 19 34.215 51.98 �15.65 25.00 3:400:580:58 2:490:420:42 . . .

29.3.............. 13 11 32.1451 �1 19 52.565 48.78 20.75 24.80 2:500:460:46 2:490:420:42 . . .

29.4.............. 13 11 33.6261 �1 20 20.815 32.62 52.85 25.84 3:350:570:57 2:490:420:42 . . .

29.5.............. 13 11 29.7297 �1 20 36.603 �6.48 6.65 27.97 4:591:660:73 2:490:420:42 . . .
30.1.............. 13 11 32.4212 �1 19 19.826 80.18 10.60 25.91 4:490:720:72 3:280:510:51 . . .

30.2.............. 13 11 33.1835 �1 19 26.069 79.38 23.60 25.80 3:230:560:76 3:280:510:51 . . .

30.3.............. 13 11 33.6540 �1 19 32.691 76.38 32.80 25.73 3:300:560:56 3:280:510:51 . . .

Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a Coordinates centered on the cluster cD, in arcseconds.
b Observed i-band magnitude.
c Bayesian photometric redshift.
d ‘‘Best’’ combined photometric redshift for the system of arcs.
e Spectroscopic redshifts.
f Double image.
g Fort et al. 1997.
h Frye et al. (2002).
i Magellan.
j Duc et al. (2002).
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a useful model is needed to make reliable progress in reducing
confusion. Redshift information is very useful as it helps nar-
row the range of allowable values of d ls /ds when searching for
counterimages. The high spatial resolution of ACS data enables
morphological detail and internal color variations to be used in
identifying counterimages. The generally complex morphology
of faint galaxies means we can often identify unique internal
features that must reproduce between images of the same source
and must obey parity inversions. Usually some model guidance
is needed here, as different arcs can be stretched along different
directions, emphasizing different features.

Some sets of images visible around the cluster are so unique
that they are undoubtedly related. For example, five sets of im-
ages are visible as shown in Figures 4 and 5, labeled as objects 1
and 2. This system comprises a close pair of galaxies that is
repeated four times around the cluster. A fifth pair of images is
subsequently identified with the help of the model (see x 6). One
member has a secure redshift of z ¼ 3:05 (Frye et al. 2002). We
will show below that our modeling places the other neighboring
image at a slightly lower redshift of z � 2:5. Other images near
this pair can then be identified as multiple images, and then we
may start on this limited basis to build a model.

6. MULTIPLE-IMAGE SYSTEMS

Here we make notes regarding the individual sets of multiple
images identified in the process of modeling (the modeling
procedure is described in detail below). We include a table of
their locations, photometric properties, and spectroscopic red-
shifts where measured. About one-fifth of the lensed galaxy
images described here were initially found by eye after careful
scrutiny of the full-color image (see Fig. 4), allowing an initial
mass model to be constructed, which in turn allows us to predict
and verify the existence of more lensed images. When identified,
these new images are added to refine the model in an iterative
process, finally resulting in a robust mass model that reproduces
nearly all of the lensed galaxy images accurately, in terms of
their positions, morphology, and relative magnifications. All the
images identified by eye are confirmed by the model and the
plausibility of model-predicted images are examined carefully
by eye.

Each set of images is shown in color as a set of ‘‘postage
stamps’’ in Figures 5–8, demonstrating rather obviously their
relation to the parent source galaxy in most cases. Also shown
alongside these observed images are themodel-generated images

Fig. 4.—All 106 images identified to date with the help of the model are marked on the field of the data. Labels correspond to Table 2, where details of the
photometry, coordinates, and redshift estimates are listed. The multiple images cover the cluster fairly evenly, including the central region, interior to the radial
critical curve. A closer view of the central region is provided below with the cluster galaxies subtracted.
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Fig. 5.—All sources lensed into five images are shown here in GRZ color. Each set of multiple images is displayed along a single row. On the left of this row is the
reconstructed source derived from delensing the first image in each row, usually the most magnified image. The source image is usually much smaller than its lensed
images, so we show a magnified version relative to the lensed images (the magnification factor is printed on the stamp of the source). For comparison we generate the
corresponding model images in a row below each set of observed images by applying the model to delens one of the observed images. We choose the R-band data of
the most magnified multiple image—usually the first one in each row—to generate all the other images using the model. These model images generally match well
their corresponding counterimages, with little loss of resolution, demonstrating the accuracy of the model. This comparison is important to show when claiming a
convincing model. Note that the model stamps are centered on the reconstructed image position for easy comparison with the data, and typically there is a small offset
of the model image of 100–300 with respect to the observed image position, when using one image for generating the others (see x 8.4).
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Fig. 6.—Similar to Fig. 5. The first row here includes the source with the largest number of lensed images, seven in total. Note the first postage stamp image of
source 1 ( labeled 1.1 in Fig. 4 and Table 2) is really two very closely spaced images that are split locally by a nearby cluster sequence galaxy. Interestingly, source 11
has a photometric redshift of z ¼ 2:9 and is clearly a well-resolved spiral galaxy, magnified by a factor of �7. If the redshift is confirmed, it would be the highest
redshift example of a galaxy displaying spiral structure.
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Fig. 7.—Similar to Fig. 5. Comparison of observed and modeled multiple images found by our model. Observed images are shown above the corresponding
model images, and the reconstructed source is on the left.
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Fig. 8.—Similar to Fig. 5. Comparison of observed and modeled multiple images found by our model. Observed images are shown above the corresponding
model images, and the reconstructed source is on the left.
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used to help identify counterimages and scaled to the best-fit
deflection angle, d ls /ds. Also included is the delensed appear-
ance of the source in the source plane, based on the most mag-
nified image of a given source, which is placed in the first
column of Figures 5–8. The model images are generated by
simply delensing one of the members of a set of images with the
best-fit model for the deflection field, treating each pixel of the
chosen input image as a set of pixels and not by mapping it first
onto a fixed grid in the source plane. This has the advantage that
when relensing the source into the image plane to generate the
model counterimages, the resolution is maximally preserved,
as each pixel in the observed image can be remapped. This is
obviously preferable to relensing a binned source plane, which
would lead to a loss of resolution in the image place.

The stamps are shownwith the same physical scale so they can
be compared readily, except in the case of small images, where
we magnify the scale of the stamp, by an amount that we label on
the stamp, in order to see the detail better. The source images are
also shown magnified, usually by a factor of 5–10, so that their
detailed internal structure revealed by lensing cam be appreci-
ated better. Corresponding observed and model-generated im-
ages typically agree to within 100–300 for the best-fit model, so the
position of each model stamp has been centered on the model
image in Figures 5–8, for a better comparison.

The resolution of our relensing procedure is matched to that
of the data (i.e., performed on a 4 K grid, which is an effective
limitation imposed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
mass distribution when constructing the deflection field), and
consequently the reproduction can look a little blurry in some
cases. The image chosen for delensing is the first one in each
row of multiple images shown in Figures 5–8 and usually has a
slightly sharper appearance than the rest, as it is simply a rel-
ensed version of itself. Usually we choose the largest image for
this purpose, since then information is generally only lost in
creating the other smaller counterimages. This does not work
quite so well when the predominant lens stretching of a counter-
image is not matched well in direction to that of the input image,
especially if the source is intrinsically elongated orthogonally
to the main direction in which an image is stretched because
then the magnification of such images will emphasize different
internal features, that may not be well resolved in the input
image. Similarly, we have avoided where possible using input
images that lie very close to caustics, since then the location of
the caustic relative to the image must be known exquisitely well
in order that the counterimages and the source have meaning-
fully predicted shapes.

Photometric redshifts are estimated for all images, and usu-
ally these agree well, with the exception of very faint counter-
images, or in cases where there is light contamination from a
neighboring cluster galaxy. In the seven cases for which we have
spectroscopic redshifts, the agreement with the photometric es-
timate is good. These are of course generally bright images al-
lowing successful spectroscopic redshift measurements, so the
precision of the photometry is relatively good.

6.1. Sources 1 and 2

This is a close pair of galaxies separated by ’100 and iden-
tified four times around the critical curve with both radial and
tangential parity reversals (see Figs. 5, 6, 9, and 10). The model
is able to reproduce this pair of objects very well. The source 1
images have a slightly larger deflection angle, requiring that it be
slightlymore distant than source 2. In addition, a demagnified pair
is predicted by the model to fall close to the cluster center of mass,
lying within the radial critical curve. These two images are in fact

identified close to the predicted locations with the correct sizes,
relative orientations, and colors (stamp 1.5 of Fig. 5). The bright-
est image, 1.1, is actually two closely split images, owing to the
proximity of a luminous cluster member that locally perturbs the
critical curve of the cluster. In total, there are seven images of
source 1 and five of source 2, all fully accounted for by the model
and with no additional images predicted by the model.
The redshift of image 1.1 is known from many low-ionization

absorption lines in a very high-quality Keck spectrum to be
z ¼ 3:05 (Frye et al. 2002) and is in good agreement with the
photometric redshift estimate z ¼ 3:2 � 0:3. The spectrum also
shows, rather unusually, two damped systems at lower redshift
at z ¼ 2:5 and z ¼ 2:3. The photometric redshift for object 2
lying close to object 1, is estimated to be z ¼ 2:5 � 0:2, and
so z ¼ 2:5 is adopted when comparing the data with predictions
of the model. One of the two damped systems in the spectrum of
1.1 is very likely caused by extended gas associated with object
2, given their proximity. It is interesting to appreciate that this
extended gas must cover a good fraction of the critical curve of
A1689, following the distribution of the images of sources 1 and 2
around the whole lens. Deep narrowband imaging tuned to Ly�
at the redshift of this damped system may be rewarded with a
continuous emission map of the critical curves!

6.1.1. Source 3

There are three images of a very red dropout galaxy with a
photo-z of z ¼ 5:3 � 0:4. Themostmagnified images are amerg-
ing pair (3.1 and 3.2) crossing the critical curve. Two more im-
ages are predicted by the model. After subtracting an elliptical
cluster member galaxy, we locate 3c, which is much fainter, as
predicted, and lies close to our detection limit. A tiny counter-
image is also predicted on the opposite side of the cluster; how-
ever, this image is not identified and seems to lie below our
threshold, as wemay expect based on its predicted flux, which is a
factor of 3 less than the barely detected image 3.3.

6.1.2. Source 4

This is a distinctive high surface brightness galaxy with a
clear internal color variation, a pointlike nucleus, and an ac-
companying spot lying off one end. Four images are apparent,
including the obvious mirror symmetric pair with reverse parity
(4.1 and 4.2) and two smaller images confirmed by the model
(4.3 and 4.4). This set of images corresponds to relatively small
deflections, �15% smaller than that of images 1 and 2, and
indeed the photo-z estimate is lower z ¼ 1:1 � 0:15. This is an
important set of arcs for the lens model, because it expands the
redshift range of the background sources and because its images
lie all around the lens, providing a tight constraint on the model.
A central demagnified image is predicted (4.5) and is clearly
identified by its characteristic colors (half red and half white)
with the predicted parity. It lies close to the brightest cD galaxy.

6.1.3. Source 5

A pair of radially directed mirror images is seen close to the
center of the cluster bisected by the radial critical curve. One
counterimage, 5.3, is predicted rather far off to one side of the
lens and is readily identified near this position with the corre-
sponding orientation, morphology, and color. The photometric
redshift for this system is 3:2 � 0:4, indicating some flux has
‘‘dropped out’’ in the G band.

6.1.4. Source 6

Three very similar large images of an obvious disk galaxywith
large internal color variation and structure are seen associated
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with the main subgroup of the cluster. A fourth image, 6.4, is
predicted by the model within the isophotes of a luminous cluster
galaxy in this subgroup and is readily found after subtraction of
the cluster light (see Fig. 8). This set of images has a reliable
photometric redshift of z ¼ 1:2 � 0:15. This set of arcs helps to
constrain well the relative mass of the main subgroup of the
cluster.

6.1.5. Source 7

A high surface brightness high-redshift galaxy produces two
prominent red images, one tangential (7.1) and one radial (7.2).
The measured redshift of the brighter tangential image, 7.1, is

z ¼ 4:9 (Frye et al. 2002), in close agreement with the photo-
metric redshift z ¼ 4:8 � 0:4. The redshift of the radial coun-
terimage has also been measured and confirmed to lie at the
same redshift (B. Fort 2003, private communication). A tiny
central image is predicted and tentatively detected as the only
red speck, 7.3, very close to the predicted position, near the
most luminous cD galaxy. Deeper images would help clarify
this along with many other small counterimages in the center.

6.1.6. Source 8

This is a four-image system with a similar arrangement
to source 4, but with a slightly larger set of bend-angles

Fig. 9.—Blow-up of the central region with the bright elliptical galaxies subtracted. Significant residuals are masked out, as are stars and image artifacts. Overlaid
is the model radial critical curve for zs ¼ 3 ( fk � 1). Several highly elongated spokelike images can be seen close to this curve, in some cases bisecting the critical
curve. Other images close to the curve generally point in a radial direction toward the center of mass (in the middle of the radial critical curve), and others are split on
either side. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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corresponding to a higher redshift source. A measured redshift
of z ¼ 1:8 has been measured (B. Fort 2003, private commu-
nication). Images 8.1 and 8.2 are a continuous mirror symmetric
pair of images that forms the only giant arc around this cluster
and is bisected by the tangential critical curve at an oblique shal-
low angle (see Fig. 5). A fifth image is predicted in the very center
of the cluster, and a likely candidate is identified by color and
shape near the predicted position (stamp 8.5 of Fig. 5).

6.1.7. Source 9

This is another high-z dropout galaxy with a photometric
redshift of z ¼ 4:7 � 0:4. Image 9.1 is highly elongated and
given its location requires that other multiple images should be

formed. The model is essential here in finding the counter-
images. Three other images are predicted in total and all are
securely identified close to the predicted locations. The shapes
of the predicted images are not accurately matched, which we
blame on the proximity of the brightest image to the tangential
critical curve in one of the most magnified regions of the lens
(see Fig. 5), and therefore the degree of stretching is enormous
and not well aligned with the other images. This problem is very
similar to that of object 12, which lies close by.

6.1.8. Sources 10, 15, and 18

Two very similar looking blobby white images are seen on
diametrically opposed locations and confirmed by the model,

Fig. 10.—Blow-up of the central region with the bright elliptical galaxies subtracted with the counterimages marked with their identification corresponding to
Table 2. These images are either long and point radially or are small images interior to the radial critical curve, some of which are demagnified and seen here for the
first time in appreciable numbers. Such central images are very helpful in constraining the inner mass profile. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]
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flanked by a pair of resolved blue objects. The photo-z of
the brighter white object is z ¼ 2:02 � 0:3. Two much fainter
bluer neighboring objects (objects 15 and 18) are also visible
with photo-z consistent with z ¼ 2:02, which we may take to be
independent galaxies with very similar redshifts to object 10.
The model shows that under this assumption the relative orien-
tation and locations of this close triplet is consistent with all three
objects being at the same distance and is thus nearly iden-
tically deflected. A third appearance of this set of three galaxies
is predicted near the very center of the lens, as small images near
the central cD galaxy. These are quite readily identified by their
relative orientations and colors and are labeled 10.3, 15.3, and
18.3.

6.1.9. Source 11

This is a pair of images of a nicely resolved spiral galaxy lying
on opposite sides of the lens, with a photometric redshift of
z ¼ 2:9 � 0:2. One image is tangential, and the other lies in the
region between the radial and tangential critical curves where
images are stretched roughly equally in all directions, producing
a relatively undistorted image of the source that lies in the rather
highly magnified region between the critical curves (see Fig. 6
for relative magnification map) depending on the local slope of
the mass profile. Themodel reproduces these very well (11.1 and
11.2). A central image, 11.3, is predicted and identified, close
to the predicted position, with matching size, shape, color, and
surface brightness. This may be the most distant known example
of spiral galaxy, whose morphological identification is helped by
the factor of �10 in magnification.

6.1.10. Source 12

A giant blue arc with a mirror symmetric pattern forming
two images 12.2 and 12.3 has a reliable redshift of z ¼ 1:83
from many emission lines with an active galactic nucleus–type
spectrum (B. Fort 2003, private communication). We predict
this object to have three other images spread around the lens.
One of these images, 12.1, has a redshift measurement in agree-
ment with 12.2, and 12.3, with the same unusual emission line
spectrum. The two other images predicted do not have redshift
estimates, being much fainter, but they are readily identified.
Note that this source has two components in the source plane,
which are resolved in images 12.1 and 12.4 and which are evi-
dently elongated normal to a line connecting the two compo-
nents and therefore form a continuous-looking image. Again
the photo-z is in good agreement with the spectroscopic redshift
(Table 2).

6.1.11. Source 13

A giant arc is located at the apex of the main subgroup of
galaxies and on close inspection is resolved into three images
straddling the tangential critical curve with a photo-z of z ¼
1:6 � 0:2. No other images are predicted by the model, as the
source is evidently too far from the center of mass of the cluster.
This source, together with source 30, helps fix the location of
the critical curve around the outskirts of the secondary group.

6.1.12. Source 14

Apair of closely separated highly elongated images, 14.1 and
14.2, show the location of the critical curve, which they strad-
dle. The photo-z for this object is 3:46 � 0:3, dropping out in
the B band. The close separation of these two images means that
it does not significantly constrain the lens model, but it is very
sensitive to the location of the critical curve, which must pass
between them.

6.1.13. Source 16

Two images of a very lumpy blue source are readily identified
by their common morphology. Image 16.3 is highly radially
stretched, but the model verifies that an elongated image can
form at this location. The photo-z for this is z ¼ 1:8 � 0:37.

6.1.14. Source 17

A close pair of radially elongated images of similar morphol-
ogy is found straddling the radial critical curve, with a photo-z
of z ¼ 2:27 � 0:25. The predicted third image, 17.3, is readily
identified close to the expected position with a morphology
very close to the model prediction in shape and position angle
on the opposite side of the lens.

6.1.15. Source 19

This source has two clearly related images, 19.1 and 19.2,
with a photo-z estimate of z ¼ 2:7 � 0:2. The source is elon-
gated in the direction of the shear for both of these two images.
A close pair of images is predicted and stretched perpendicu-
larly to the intrinsic elongation of the source. Close to the lo-
cation of this predicted image is an obvious pair of closely
separated mirror symmetric images, 19.3 and 19.4, but with
colors that are slightly greener than 19.1 and 19.2, certainly
because of contamination from images 8.1 and 8.2. A fifth im-
age, 19.5, is also predicted to lie inside the radial critical curve
close to the center of mass and is readily identified by its ori-
entation and elongated morphology. The photometric redshift is
z ¼ 2:7 � 0:2 (estimated for the uncontaminated images, 19.1
and 19.2).

6.1.16. Source 20

Two relatively large images with similar internal colors and
structure are found close to each other. The model convincingly
reproduces the internal structure and relative locations. The
photometric redshift is relatively low, z � 1:57 � 0:2.

6.1.17. Source 21

A spotty blue radially stretched image is linked to two other
images after the application of the model. The lumpy internal
structure is replicated by the model and helps to correctly
identify the counterimages. The photometric redshift is rather
uncertain for this faint blue object, with a most likely value of
z ¼ 1:86 � 0:35.

6.1.18. Sources 22 and 23

Two high surface brightness poorly resolved sources lie close
to each other and modeling shows that this pair is linked to two
other sets of very similar images. The faintest pair lies interior
to the radial critical curve. The outer pair is the brightest, and
although these are considerably tangentially magnified they re-
main only marginally resolved, indicating the sources of these
two objects are intrinsically very small (Fig. 7). The photometric
redshifts are consistent z ¼ 2:24 � 0:2, in agreement with the
model, which finds their deflection angles have very similar
scales.

6.1.19. Sources 24 and 29

A somewhat unusual pair of extended objects are confirmed
by the model to form five pairs of images around the lens. The
higher surface brightness object appears to be a barred galaxy,
and the low surface brightness accompanying smudge is not
particularly galaxy-like in appearance. One image of this latter
object falls among the massive galaxies of the main subgroup
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of cluster galaxies and forms a very highly magnified large trail
spread between two of the massive galaxies. A small pair of
counterimages is predicted to lie within the radial critical curve
and is readily identified close to the predicted location. A pho-
tometric redshift of z ¼ 2:4 � 0:3 is measured. The appearance
of this pair of images in the source plane suggests the source is
one relatively large spiral galaxy with a large central bar.

6.1.20. Source 25

A large green radial arc bisecting the radial critical curve is
identified using the model with a small, barely resolved image
of the same color lying well outside the tangential critical curve.
No more images of this source are predicted by the model. This
case illustrates well the difficulty that one faces in identifying
prominent radial arcs with shallow imaging data—the source is
fortuitously located so that one image falls precisely on the ra-
dial critical curve forming a verymagnified imagewhose counter-
image is much more modest, with a much smaller magnification.
This object drops out in G and has a photometric redshift z ¼
3:79 � 0:15.

6.1.21. Sources 26 and 27

A close pair of pink and blue images is found at three loca-
tions, forming six images. In one case the two images are co-
incident and seem to form one object. The distances of these two
sources are not quite identical and indicate that these sources are
unrelated, so that their relative positions can even overlap as
seems to occur in the case of 26.3 and 27.3. For the combined
object a photo-z of z ¼ 1:7 � 0:2 is estimated, although from the
modeling a very small difference in redshift may be expected
between the blue and pink parts, corresponding to a difference of
�dls=ds ’ 0:003.

6.1.22. Source 28

Avery faint red galaxy with a counterimage. Red lensed ob-
jects are scarce enough that identification is not very tricky—
by running through a range of dls /ds , the counterimage is se-
curely identified and has an estimated photometric redshift of
z ¼ 5:07 � 0:3.

6.1.23. Source 30

Three small green images lie close to the apex of the main
subgroup following the tangential critical curve, the locations of
which are accurately confirmed by the model. No other coun-
terimage of this source is predicted. A photometric redshift is
estimated, z ¼ 3:35 � 0:2.

7. LIGHT MAP

We have built a light map of the cluster in two-dimensional
so that we can make direct comparisons with the mass map.
We start with the main cluster galaxies modeled as described
in Zekser et al. (2004). By making two-dimensional fits to the
cluster sequence galaxies we ensure that their halos are modeled
to large radii. In addition, we manually include those objects
that, because of their colors or magnitudes, either belong to
the cluster or may be in the foreground. We run SExtractor (in
association mode) to generate an image that contains the flux
belonging to these galaxies and is set equal to 0 elsewhere.
Figure 11 shows the light map and the residual, background
galaxy image, both obtained from the F475W image. To convert
the observed AB F475W fluxes to B band in the Johnson-
Cousins systems we use the E/S0 and Sbc templates from
Benı́tez et al. 2004, which yields filter corrections of 0.59 and
0.46 mag respectively. Since we estimate that 80% of the clus-

ter galaxies have colors similar to E/SO galaxies, we use a
weighted average correction of 0.565 for all the galaxies in the
cluster, so mB ¼ mF475W þ 0:565. Of this quantity, 0.12 mag
correspond to the AB to Vega correction for the Johnson B fil-
ter. In a �m ¼ 0:3;�� ¼ 0:7 cosmology, the distance modulus
at z ¼ 0:18 is 39.71, and the weighted k-correction for the
Johnson B filter is 0.76 mag, soMB ¼ mF475W � 39:90. We use
M� ¼ 5:48 to convert to solar luminosities: 2:179 ; 1012 h�2

L� within the ACS field of view. As a check, this can be com-
pared with the catalog created by the ACS pipeline: after ex-
cluding all the stars and objects fainter than g ¼ 25, we obtain a
total magnitude of mF475W ¼ 14:58. This converts to 2:1 ;
1012 h�2 L�, differing by only 3%.

8. MASS MODELING

The usual approach to lens modeling of galaxy clusters relies
onmany assumptions to describe the unknown cluster mass dis-
tribution and subcluster components. For any supposed cluster
component, a center of mass must be designated, along with
some ellipticity, positional angle, mass profile, and normali-
zation. This generates many largely unconstrained param-
eters and a degree of subjectivity in deciding what constitutes
the main cluster and subcomponents. The galaxy contributions
can be better estimated from their location and luminosities, but
the complications of dynamical interaction between galaxies
and the cluster on the form of their mass profiles are of course
unaccounted for in such idealized approaches.
The contribution of luminous cluster galaxies is not insig-

nificant and must be included in any accurate modeling. The
mass associated with a typical massive cD galaxy with a veloc-
ity dispersion of typically�300 km s�1, may alone be expected
to account for �(300/1200)2 of the total mass, or �5%. The
central location of such objects ensures they will influence the
appearance of lensing. Cluster galaxies that happen to lie close
to the Einstein ring can often be seen to perturb the location of
lensed images, indicating masses amounting to a few percent
contribution to the total mass interior to the Einstein ring (Franx

Fig. 11.—Two-dimensional map of the light generated by replacing the lu-
minous early-type cluster galaxies with model profiles to trace their light to large
radius free of sky noise. Also added to this map are luminous later type galaxies.
These are directly cut out from the observed image rather than replaced with
model profiles, because of their more complex structure. This two-dimensional
image is sued in calculating M/L profiles. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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et al. 1997; Frye & Broadhurst 1998). Of course, all galaxies in
the cluster must be included at some level.

It is customary in lens modeling to specify the mass profiles
of cluster galaxies in detail—including a profile, a core, a trun-
cation radius, ellipticity, and a scaling of these parameters with
luminosity. Our preference, detailed below, is not to get bogged
down in detail when specifying the galaxy contribution. As will
become clear, it is in fact difficult in practice to motivate much
more than simply the mass of a galaxy and its position in this
context. This is principally because the deflection of light � (�),
depends on the projected gradient of the gravitational potential,
�(r), so that any mass truncation radius is not distinctive, as the
projected potential will drop off relatively slowly with angular
separation from the center of mass, tending to the point mass
limit, 1/�, beyond any truncation radius. Interior to the lensing
galaxy, the bend angle will be approximately independent of ra-
dius if the mass distribution is approximately isothermal: � ¼
4�(�=c)2 dls=dsð Þ. Any core is very hard to constrain since images
are nearly always deflected well beyond any reasonably sized
small core. The ellipticity of the galaxymight be worth including;
however, this is usually small for the typical round-shaped lu-
minous cluster members, and in any case the shape of the de-
flection field is a convolution of the projected mass distribution
with angular separation, �(�) ; 1=�; hence, the deflection field
is intrinsically smoother and hence rounder than the mass distri-
bution. In addition, one has the uncertainty of converting the
ellipticity of the galaxy isophotes into contours of surface mass
density, along with any dependence of ellipticity on radius.

The hard part of the modeling is deciding how to deal with the
general ‘‘dark matter’’ distribution of the cluster, which is under-
stood to be the dominant component and is of course undetectably
faint or invisible (by definition), sowe have no direct visible guide
to its distribution. We may begin with the simple expectation
that mass should roughly follow light and develop an approach
that avoids parameterization with idealized forms, but is based
on the empirical distribution of the light in the cluster.

From previous experience with Cl0024+17 we have learned
that a surprisingly good starting point for the shape of the
general mass distribution can be obtained by simply using the
luminous cluster galaxies and summing up extended profiles
assigned to each one, producing a continuous two-dimensional
surface-density distribution (Broadhurst et al. 2000). We gen-
eralize this approach by dividing up the mass in to high- and
low-frequency components, allowing a structured ‘‘galaxy’’
contribution and a smooth ‘‘cluster’’ component to be modeled
independently. We do not iterate individual galaxy masses
(following Broadhurst et al. 2000) since there are far too many
galaxies in the strongly lensed region of A1689 to permit this.
Instead, we calculate the deflection field of the low-frequency
mass component and add a low-order perturbation, since it has
an intrinsically smoothly varying field light deflection field, un-
like the more structured galaxy distribution. The contribution
from the galaxy component is taken to be the difference between
the smooth cluster component and the initial sum of galaxy mass
profiles and is allowed freedom only in its normalization to ap-
proximately mimic the effect of changing the M/L ratio for the
galaxy component.

Together, the perturbed low-frequency ‘‘dark matter’’ com-
ponent and the higher frequency ‘‘cluster galaxy’’ contributions
constitute our lens model, which has the advantages of being
very simple and flexible and is able to make accurate predic-
tions for the location and appearance of counterimages, so that
the majority of the multiple images are identified by applying
the model and all are confirmed using the model.

8.1. StartinggPoint for Lens Model

We begin by simply assigning an extended power-law
profile to all cluster galaxies lying close to the E/SO color-
magnitude sequence. These are virtually all elliptical galaxies,
with only a handful of obvious disk galaxies. In total we select
the brightest 246 objects to a magnitude limit of I ¼ 23, faint-
ward of which the background galaxies add confusion and are
in any case at least 8 mag fainter than the brightest cluster
galaxy and do not add significantly to the overall mass.We have
also verified that the exact choice of limit has negligible effect
on the model. The profiles of the selected galaxies are not
truncated but are run out to the edge of the field and beyond, to
form a smooth general mass distribution (Fig. 12) tending to a
two-dimensional power-law profile at large radius. It is im-
portant to extend the mass distribution beyond the boundary of
the data since the lensing deflection field that we wish to con-
struct is not local but an integral over the surface of the cluster,
falling off only slowly in projection by the angular separa-
tion, 1/�. We start with this surface based on the light distribu-
tion of the cluster members and proceed as follows to break it
into a smooth ‘‘dark matter’’ component (Fig. 13), which we
iterate in shape, and a lumpy galaxy residual (Fig. 14), which
we associate with the cluster galaxies and which is allowed to
vary only in amplitude. We avoid additional unconstrainable
parameters that only add to uncertainty in the model. The steps
taken are as follows.

For each cluster galaxy a symmetric power-law surface
density profile, �(r) ¼ Kr�q, is integrated to give the interior
mass, M (<�) ¼ 2�K=2� qð Þdl�2�q, leading to a bend-angle
of light:

� (� ) ¼ 4GM (<� )

c2�

dls

dsdl
; ð2Þ

Fig. 12.—Starting point for our lens model. A plausible projected surface
density map is constructed by summing up profiles assigned to all cluster se-
quence galaxies. Each galaxy is modeled simply as an extended power-law
density profile (in this figure q ¼ 1) with a normalization proportional to lu-
minosity. The result is a surface density map that scales linearly with M/L and
has an overall smooth appearance, punctuated by galaxy peaks. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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or

� (� ) ¼ CD

2� q
��qþ1; ð3Þ

where we separate the normalization, C ¼ 8�KG=c2, from the
distances, D ¼ dlsd

1�q
l =ds.

We simply scale the normalization, C, to the luminosity of
each galaxy. (One could experiment with more complex scaling
ofM/L withM, although a linear relation seems to be indicated
by recent statistical work (Sheth et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al.
2004; but see Guzik & Seljak 2002). Once the surface mass
distribution is constructed from the sum of the above profiles
then the deflection field can be derived and is initially used to
crudely represent the combination of galaxies and the cluster
together, implicitly assuming that the mass of the cluster traces
the light:

aT (a) ¼ �iai(a): ð4Þ

This deflection field is our starting point and is now broken
down into a smooth component, as(a), to represent the overall
cluster mass distribution, and a lumpy residual component, to
represent the cluster sequence galaxiesag(a) ¼ aT (a)�as(a).
These contributions are varied separately in conjunction with
the positions of the multiple images to generate the model fit, as
described below.

8.2. Cluster and Galaxy Components

The locations of the cluster galaxies should serve as a rough
tracer of the overall mass distribution and so we take the low-
order two-dimensional function to generate a smooth surface
mass distribution as a starting point for modeling the dominant
smooth cluster component. We have tested a variety of smooth
surface fits of varying resolution and settled on cubic splines on

the order of 5–8. Higher order fits are unreasonably structured
and produce many more multiply lensed images than are ob-
served, and with lower order a virtually featureless circular mass
profile is produced requiring large perturbations to match the data
that are hard to control.
The deflection of light received at any angular position can

then be calculated by a convolution of the surface mass profile
with a 1/� kernel. The contribution to the angle,a(a), by which
light is deflected at angular position, a, by a small-mass ele-
ment, dm ¼ �(a)d 2�0, separated by��, can be approximated as
a point mass deflection, d� ¼ dm=�xð Þ dls=dsð Þ, where, �x ¼
dl��, is the projected separation in the lens plane, i.e., d� ¼
dm=�xð Þ dls=dsð Þ, and integrating this over the mass distribu-
tion in the full lens plane allows the full deflection field to be
calculated as

as(a) ¼
4G

c2
dlsdl

ds

Z
R

�(a0)
a� a0

j�� �0j2
d2�0: ð5Þ

In practice, this deflection field is calculated by FFT by first
binning the mass distribution onto a 1024 ; 1024 grid and re-
peating it 16 times in a 4 ; 4 array so that the deflection field
calculated by FFT is completely free of any evidence of spu-
rious boundary effects. The resulting deflection field is then
numerically interpolated by a factor of 16, using the gradients
of the local deflection field, to match the spatial resolution of
the data. This high resolution is essential for making a proper
comparison of the observed images with the model-generated
lensed images, as described below. Note that we calculate the
deflection field over a wider area than covered by the data, ex-
tending the summation of the mass profiles to cover an area
twice the size of the data field in order to deal with the edge

Fig. 13.—Low-order cubic-spline fit to the surface mass density in the pre-
vious figure produces a smooth component. After calculating its corresponding
deflection field, we will add low-order perturbations in order to produce a
smooth deflection field for fitting the multiple-image locations. The main de-
parture from circularity visible on the left follows the most luminous subgroup
of galaxies. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
figure.]

Fig. 14.—‘‘Lumpy’’ residual map is formed by subtracting the previous
smooth component from the initial surface mass distribution. This map high-
lights the galaxies, and we use it to crudely represent them as concentrations of
mass with the correct locations. More accurate descriptions of galaxies are not
justified in the context of cluster lensing as the galaxy contribution is very small
and only important for cases where a multiply lensed image falls near a massive
galaxy. Our modeling allows only the amplitude of deflection field correspond-
ing to this map to vary with respect to the smooth component; this approximates
varyingM/L of the galaxy component relative to the cluster component. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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effects since the deflection field is not local and so this way
we minimize the edge effects in the calculation described by
equation (5).

The full deflection field is required for iterating the rela-
tionship between the unknown source position, b, and the im-
age via the lensing equation, i.e.,

a ¼ bþa(a)
dls

ds
ð6Þ

The most practical part of our procedure is the use of the
deflection field in the model iteration. The reason we choose
this rather than the input mass distribution is twofold. First,
the deflection field is always smoother than the mass, as can be
readily seen from the convolution above, �(�) 1=�ð Þ (eq. [5])
and hence more smoothly perturbed than the mass distribution.
In addition, the deflection field must be calculated in the process
of minimization since it is required so that the bend angles of the
model-generated multiple image locations can be predicted.

The angular diameter distance ratio of each source, Dk(z) ¼
dls=ds , scales with redshift and acts simply to scale the ampli-
tude of the deflection fields. However, since the normalization
of the surface density distribution also acts to linearly scale the
bend angles, then distances cannot be known separately from
the density normalization, i.e., � / �odls=ds , we must there-
fore work only with relative bend angles. Hence, we define a
convenient fiducial value of Do � dls=ds(z ¼ 3), corresponding
to the mean redshift of the background galaxies z ¼ 3, and de-
fine the relative distance ratios to be

fk � Dk(z)=Do: ð7Þ

This relative ratio is referred to in the minimization below
and also used for comparison with cosmological models dis-
cussed in x 13.

8.3. Iteratinggthe Deflection Fields

We treat the perturbation as a modification of the gravita-
tional potential and use the orthogonal derivatives of this per-
turbation to modify the deflection fields to avoid introducing
any curl, so that the smooth components of the deflection fields
become

a0
sx
(a) ¼ � sx þ

@P(a)

@�x
; ð8Þ

a0
sy
(a) ¼ � sy þ

@P(a)

@�y
: ð9Þ

The coefficients of P(�) are free parameters in modeling the
shape of the smooth cluster component. We use plain polyno-
mials since only a low-order perturbation is required (third or
fourth order), and we prefer not work in polar coordinates since
this imposes a spurious multipole pattern on the deflection fields
at low order.

Two additional free parameters are required, to allow the
galaxy contribution to vary in amplitude, R:

a0
g(a) ¼ Rag(a); ð10Þ

with an overall normalization, Ao , of both components, i.e.,

a0
T (a) ¼ Ao a0

s(a)þa0
g(a)

h i
: ð11Þ

Finally, the resulting surfacemass density distribution,�0(a),
responsible for the iterated deflection field,a0, is obtained very
simply via Poisson’s equation, since the bend angle is the gra-
dient of the projected potential and therefore the surface density
is simply

�0(a) ¼ 1

2
�crit:=a0

T (a): ð12Þ

This rather general approach to parameterizing the model
leads to results that are relatively free of assumptions (Fig. 15).
We emphasize again that division of the surface mass distribu-
tion into low- and high-order components is not meant to cor-
respond literally to a division between cluster dark matter and
the galaxy masses, but rather that their combination is a de-
scription of the entire mass distribution. This resulting surface
mass distribution can, if desired, be subsequently divided into
galaxy and cluster contributions following a plausible model,
which we do not attempt here. A follow-up paper treats this
subject, beginning with an NFW profile for the smooth cluster
component (Zekser et al. 2004).

8.4. Minimization

The simplest measure of the accuracy of the model is to
compare model-predicted image positions, ami; k with the ob-
served image locations, ai; k and thereby avoid the pitfalls of
working in the source plane (Kochanek 1991). For each of the
N sources we have M multiple images, forming in total N ;M
images to constrain the model. Ranking the M images of each
source, we subtract in turn the model deflection angle from the
each image of each source, k, and assign these a value of k, on a
grid in the source plane, all other grid points are zero by default.
Then the source plane is relensed but only for a relatively small
box around each of other,M-1, observed image positions, saving
time, and the model positions are recorded if all the relensed
images of all the sources appear in these boxes. This process is
repeated for each of the other M-1 images of each source and
finally we sum over the differences between all the pairs of mea-
sured image positions and their corresponding model-generated
positions to form a measure of the accuracy of the model, which
is simply expressed as

�2
im ¼

X
k

X
i; j; i>j

aj; k � amj; k

� �2

: ð13Þ

The above flagging of the source belonging to each set of
images means that we can identify the model image location of
the correct source, avoiding confusion between counterimages
of different sources. The whole image plane does not need to be
scanned for images as we are only interested in cases where the
predicted images form close to the actual observed positions.
In practice a box of side 500 is sufficient to include nearly all
the counterimage positions while converging to a solution in a
reasonable time. The number of iterations is reduced consid-
erably by terminating an iteration when the variation between
the source positions of a given set of multiple images is un-
reasonably large and moving to the next iteration step.

In this process we set all the relative distances to be equal,
fk ¼ 1, since, as we show below, the best-fit model is negligibly
affected by the choice of fk . The search box must also be large
enough to allow for some variation in the unknown distances,
dls /ds , which, as we show below, are reasonably expected differ
by up to �15% in angular scale over the redshift range of
the background sources. This range is small because of the
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relatively low redshift of A1689, z ¼ 0:185, so that only slow
redshift dependence of dls /ds is expected for z > 1 (see x 8.5),
where the bulk of the faint lensed galaxies lie, i.e., dls ’ ds for
z > 1.

We have applied the ‘‘downhill simplex’’ algorithm (Press
1992) to find a minimum and this solution has been compared
with a crude grid search as a sanity check. We have found that
9–14 coefficients are preferred for the perturbing potential to
achieve considerable model flexibility (eq. [11]), corresponding
to third or fourth order with cross terms. Adding more terms
seems not to be justified, with little noticeable improvement of
any relevant quantities.

We have plotted �2
im , calculated above for different choices

of the input slope, q, and plotted this against the mean slope
of the resulting mass profile, p̄ ¼ d log�(�)=d log �, as this is
the major quantity of interest. We find a clear minimum in the
difference between the model and observed image locations
for a slope around p̄ ��0:55, corresponding to q ¼ �1:2. For
steeper slopes the error increases and the disagreement with the
data is pronounced in the center where the radial critical curve
breaks up into small islands. For flatter slopes, �2 is larger and
the elongation of the lensed images becomes large and addi-
tional unobserved tangential images form readily as the area of

the image plane close to the critical density is enlarged and
upward fluctuations from the galaxies lead to exaggerated arcs.
In the center, a flatter slope also produces much longer and fatter
radial arcs than are observed, with a deficit of central demagni-
fied images, these being pushed outward too far in radius com-
paredwith the observed images.We include threemodel figures to
demonstrate this behavior, showing the locations, sizes and shapes
of the lensed images compared to the critical curves for three
different choices of input profile slope (Figs. 1, 2, and 3).
Note that the input slope of the galaxy profiles is generally

steeper than the resulting mass profile of the cluster, simply
because the galaxies are spread over the surface of the cluster
and are not concentrated at one point in the middle.
We emphasize here that the slope of the mass profile is the

main parameter of interest for comparison with predictions of
N-body codes etc. The overall gradient of the profile has a
noticeable effect on the appearance and location of images, as
described above and, as we shall see later, on the relative dis-
tances and relative magnifications predicted for the background
lensed galaxies, which we will compare with the observed red-
shift information (in xx 9 and 13). The parameters of the model
are coupled somewhat in that the initial choice of the slope, q,
of the galaxy profiles used to build the starting surface will

Fig. 15.—Resulting mass distribution and critical curves [scaled to z ¼ 3 ( fk � 1)] are plotted on the color image of the arcs, with the cluster galaxies removed,
showing the relation between the shape of the lensed images and the model. Note how the giant arc is exactly bisected by the critical curve forming two large mirror
images (images 8.1 and 8.2).
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determine what fraction of the mass is assigned to the ‘‘galaxy’’
and ‘‘cluster’’ mass components, and hence the relative frac-
tions should not of course be taken as literal division into cluster
and galaxy mass contributions.

We express our results in terms of the resulting profile of
the mass distribution because the profile is the quantity of inter-
est for testing physical models for the dark matter. Note that
N-body simulations include the full spectrum of density per-
turbations, so that galaxies are included by default in the de-
rived profile of the overall mass profile of clusters and therefore
when making comparisons of mass profiles with the results of
N-body simulations, it is preferable not to remove the galaxy
contributions—with the exception only of the small baryonic
component. If desired the resulting model surface mass distri-
bution can of course be decomposed into ‘‘galaxy’’ and ‘‘cluster’’
contributions, following reasonable assumptions and will be ex-
plored in a subsequent paper (Zekser et al. 2004).

8.5. Role of LensinggDistance Ratio

We can make use of the best-fitting model deflection fields to
calculate the corresponding values of fk predicted by the model.
The scale of the deflection field grows with increasing source
distance and hence we can form a statistical measure of fk by
calculating the angular separations between images:

fk ¼
1

(nk � 1)2

X
i; j; i>j

(ai; k � aj; k ) = a(aj; k )�a(ai; k)
� �

a(aj; k)�a(ai; k)
� �2 : ð14Þ

This useful expression shows that fk scales in amplitude as the
ratio of the observed image separations divided by the predicted
model image separations, as one might anticipate, since the larger
the value of fk, the larger the deflection angle /a(�)dls=ds . The
output values of fk span a plausible range of relative distances
0:8 < fk < 1:1, with the fainter red dropout galaxies lying at
larger predicted distances than the brighter, lower redshift objects
(Fig. 16).

The output values of fk shown in Figure 16 are produced
by setting all of the distances equal. Here we investigate the
dependence of the output fk on the choice of input values for fk .
We generate random values for the input fk and look at the
corresponding output values. The size of the scatter on the input
values fk was varied by 30%, more than covering the range an-
ticipated from the cosmological variation (discussed in x 8.5).
Figure 16 shows multiple trials of random sets of initial values
assigned to the k sets of multiple images, showing clearly that
the scatter on the model derived fk is small, ’0.01 per image,
much smaller than the range of output, fk , calculated as above
(eq. [14]), and with an average value very close to the input
value of unity. Hence, we can be confident that we do not need
to leave the values of fk free in our modeling, and incur many
more free parameters in theminimization, but we can fix them at
a desired mean level initially and use the resulting model to
calculate accurate fk using equation (14). This shortcut is pos-
sible because of the large number of background sources and
because the mass distribution obtained is more based on the
average redshift when the lens plane is covered by many mul-
tiple images. The mass distribution of the lens is of course
independent of d ls /ds and so must be the same no matter the
distances of the background sources.

9. RELATIVE MAGNIFICATIONS

We can compare the relative magnifications of the multiply
lensed images with the model-predicted values using the results

of the above section. The relative magnifications are quite sen-
sitive to the profile, as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, and since this
is the main quantity of interest for comparison with physical
descriptions for the dark matter distribution, we make a detailed
check of our model for model-generated profiles covering a wide
range of slope.

The relative magnifications are calculated from the data by
simply taking the ratio of fluxes determined from our photom-
etry and comparing this with the magnification map generated
by the model at the centroid positions of the observed images.
For this purpose we use only the I-band magnitudes, which al-
lows the reddest galaxies (distant dropout galaxies) to be in-
cluded. Not all the multiple images are suitable for our purpose
because many images lie very close or bisect the critical curves
where the magnification diverges. It is unreasonable to demand
that modeling define the location of the critical curves accurately
enough so that the magnification of such images can be mean-
ingfully predicted. Also the magnification varies strongly along
the most magnified arcs and not characterized by a single value.

The most reliable values of the relative magnification are for
images that lie in the regions well away from the critical curves
and well away from perturbing galaxies. We compare sets of
images of given sources for which images lie in regions well
outside the tangential critical curve, safely between the radial
and tangential critical curve, or well inside the radial critical
curve. In the case of the five-image systems, such images can
fall in all three locations, and for the remaining cases only two
of these regions can be covered. Also, we exclude duplications
where neighboring sets of images lie very close to each other
and so add little new information for the model. For example

Fig. 16.—Left-hand panel shows the random values of the relative distance
ratio, fk , which we input to test the modeling procedure; fk is plotted against
redshift, showing no inherent trend. On the right are the output values of fk from
the model, which are found to follow a tight relation with redshift. A constant
input value of fk (open circles) is used in our modeling to avoid specifying
many additional free parameters, and it can be seen to behave in the same way
with redshift as the random input. The relative deflection angles scale in a way
that is redshift-dependent with a small scatter in fk that varies between sources
slightly, depending on the location of the multiple images of each source. This
redshift dependence is compared to the expected behavior of cosmological
models (x 13).
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sources 2, 15, 23, and 27 lie very close to sources 1, 10, 22, and
24 respectively and are excluded leaving only the relatively
brighter neighbors (1, 10, 22, and 24) for which the photometric
error is more reliable. In addition, images that are obviously
locally influenced by a massive cluster galaxy, such as 1.1 and
1.2, are also excluded as their magnifications are very sensitive
to the modeling.

In total, approximately one-third of the images are useful for
our purpose, and their relative magnifications are compared

with the model for three different profiles (Fig. 17). We take the
outermost images as the reference for calculating the relative
magnifications in each case, as this helps better to understand
and radial behavior. Figure 18 shows the best-fitting model
derived above using the minimization made on the basis of the
image positions, and here the relative magnifications cluster
about the value of unity over the full range of radius, as one
might have hoped, supporting strongly our best model. For
shallower profiles (Fig. 17, left), the model predicts rather

Fig. 17.—Three model outputs are shown for differing mass profiles, from shallow to steep (bottom panels, left to right), corresponding to Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The top
panel (left to right) shows the corresponding values of the relative distance ratios, fk , for these three choices of profile. The best fit to the cosmological curvature is for
the central case, p ’ �0:55, where the relative bend angles follow smoothly the expected cosmological behavior and are consistent with a flat universe (see also
Fig. 31, right panel ). The flatter profile generates a shallower trend with redshift and the steeper profile does the opposite—the derived relation is steeper. The central
panel shows the relative image magnifications, which again favor the model that best fits the multiple image positions (middle panels) with minimal dispersion and a
mean value of unity.
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larger relative magnifications in the center (as can also be seen
clearly in Fig. 2), where the model profile is relatively flat,
dragging down the mean value of the ratio between the data and
the model. For the case of steeper profiles, a wide scatter is found,
particularly in the center, where in many cases the model predicts
much less magnified images than are observed (Fig. 17, right-
hand panel).

The mean ratio of the data to the model values of the relative
magnifications varies smoothly with the mean profile slope
(Fig. 17), increasing with increasing slope as anticipated from
the comparison of Figures 1, 2, and 3. The smallest scatter is for
a mean slope of, d log�=d log r ’ �0:55, where the ratio of the
data to the model as close to unity and this slope is in good
agreement with the best-fit model derived above on the basis of
the independent image location information, adding consider-
able confidence to our modeling. Note that the best-fitting rel-
ative values of fk are used in making this comparison as the
magnification is a function of distance, but the level of this small
interdependence can evaluated by simply referring everything to a
mean distance, i.e., setting fk ¼ 1, and is found to have a negli-
gible effect on the relative magnifications, as may be expected
given the similarity of dls/ds for the multiply lensed sources.

Note that the errors shown in Figure 17 are just the photo-
metric errors (added in quadrature between the reference image
and the comparison counterimage) and although these errors
are significant, they do not account for the full dispersion of the
relative magnifications about unity, as can be seen in Figure 17.
Clearly there remains some additional scatter between the model
and the data of around 15%, but with no systematic radial trend.

We can also incorporate the relative magnifications, where
reliable, into the lensing code. This is essential for models in
which the minimization is made in the source plane because the
tendency otherwise to generate spuriously large magnifications
by minimizing the separations between delensed images pro-
jected back to the source plane and hence a smaller source plane
area relative to the image plane (see Kochanek 1991). However,
since we have gone to the considerable trouble of minimizing in
the image plane, we suffer no such bias, and we can only hope to
gain by at most a factor of

ffiffiffi
2

p
in precision by including the extra

flux information, if every image has an accurate flux. In fact,
since only one-third of the images have useful flux information,
as described above, and because the minimization is propor-

tional to the number of independent pairs of lensed images, we
gain only a modest improvement to the lens solution this way. It
is also not clear how best to weight the relative fluxes relative to
the positional information when minimizing. Inverse variance
weighting cannot be applied here since the positional accuracy
is so much greater than the precision of the flux measurements,
leading to no improvement in the model fit. If we go to an
extreme case and simply weight all points equally, a modest
improvement in the uncertainty on the model profile is pro-
duced of around 10% in precision (Fig. 19), although the best-
fit profile derived is almost identical, indicating that in the
context of the parameters used to describe our fit, the same so-
lution is found with or without the flux information. Clearly the

Fig. 18.—Here we compare errors for differing output model profiles, which we characterize for simplicity by the mean output slope, p ¼ d log�=d log r, averaged
over the observed range of radius. The left-hand plot shows the difference between the model image positions vs. the observed image positions, as a function of the
profile slope. There is clearly a pronounced minimum for p � 0:55 with an average positional error of 300(this is the model we have referred to throughout as our best
fit). The central panel shows the error on fit to the standard �m ¼ 0:3þ �k ¼ 0:7 cosmology with a similar minimum using the predicted photo-z values and relative
distance ratios, fk (see Fig. 17, top panel ). The right-hand panel is the dispersion of the relative magnifications about the model (see Fig. 17, middle panel ). The data is
most similar to the model for p � 0:5 0:6, where it has a value consistent with unity and minimal dispersion. These three estimates are largely independent and are in
good agreement. Since only the image locations were used in deriving the model fits, the photo-z values used in the central plot and the fluxes used in the right-hand
plot provide independent information for constraining the model. The excellent agreement adds considerable weight to our approach to modeling.

Fig. 19.—�2 contours of the NFW profile fit for the characteristic radius, rs
and the concentration parameter, C ¼ rvir=rs. The best-fit value is marked at
C ¼ 8:2 and rs ¼ 310 kpc h�1. The contours correspond to 1, 2, and 3 � and
are calculated using the dispersion about the best-fit model, shown in Fig. 26.
The dashed set of contours show the fit when the relative magnifications of the
lensed images are included.
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relative flux information best serves as a consistency check on the
lensmodel derived from the image locations—which, as we noted
above clearly supports the validity of our best-fitting solution.

This tendency to find the same solution despite the addition
of extra information is easily understood as a consequence of
the large amount of information we that have at our disposal
compared to the number of free parameters we use to describe
the model. In fact, we can experiment in excluding some posi-
tional information, and the effect on the solution is not notice-
able until more than half of the points are left out. This may
argue for adding some more parameters to the model, although
we have seen earlier that the main conclusions regarding them
are not changed by the addition of more free parameters,
meaning that the model is flexible enough to describe well the
mass distribution.

10. CRITICAL CURVES

The location of the radial and tangential critical curves are
clearly defined in our data, and therefore we examine the con-
straint they provide on the mass distribution of the lens. The
critical curves are obtained from the magnification field of the
lens and are readily identified as loci of divergent values, corre-
sponding to positions where images are maximally stretched ei-
ther tangentially or radially. The radial critical curve is traced
by long spokelike images and by close pairs of images aligned
radially and lying on either side of the radial critical curve.
Images formed close to this radial ring point toward local con-
centrations of mass and usually form interior to tangential crit-

ical curves. This behavior is shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, where
a grid of evenly spaced circular sources is lensed by our best-
fitting lens model and projected onto the magnification field to
show the relationship between the caustics and the distortion of
the lensed images. A color-coded map shows roughly where
images of the same source will be located around the lens, to
help develop an intuition for where counterimages (with the
same color) will appear over the surface of the lens and with
what orientation and shape to expect (Fig. 20).
The magnification at a given position, � (a), is given by the

Jacobian of the lens mapping (e.g. Young 1981) and can be
conveniently expressed in terms of derivatives of the deflection
field:

�(a)�1 ¼ 1�9=aþ d� x

dx

d� y

dy
� d� x

dy

� �2
: ð15Þ

Hence, the deflection field iterated above in our modeling
procedure can be used to generate the magnification field di-
rectly. The resulting magnification field is plotted in a series of
Figures 1, 2, and 3. The bright lines in this plot correspond to
divergences in the mapping following critical curves. The main
tangential critical curve forms where the mean interior surface
mass density exceeds the critical mass density (0.95 g cm�2 for
A1689 at z ¼ 0:185, with a source at z ¼ 2), and is not partic-
ularly circular in shape, stretching around a subgroup, and is
also perturbed by cluster members. A typical cluster galaxy

Fig. 20.—Images generated by the best-fit lens model of Fig. 1, where the sources are color coded in diagonal stripes across the image, to demonstrate where
counterimages of the same source may be found. For example, the blue and purple bands of sources form counterimages on the opposite side of the radial critical
curve, and red coded images form in a ring around the lens including the demagnified region in the center—these correspond to the many five-image systems
identified in Fig. 5. Counterimages are not expected to form for the outermost images in the field of view.
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may have a critical radius of 100–300, and this is added to the
large-scale deflection of the lens, generating obvious excur-
sions so that the formation of images lying close to the critical
curve is strongly influenced by these perturbations.

An inner critical curve is also apparent; this is where images
are stretched maximally in the radial direction leading to radial
‘‘arcs’’ pointing toward the cluster center. This is the main ra-
dial critical curve and forms if the central mass profile is shal-

lower than isothermal, shrinking to zero radius for a pure iso-
thermal profile (see below). Single radial arcs have been ob-
served in other massive clusters, but here, for the first time, we
observe many radial arcs that trace out the entire radial crit-
ical curve. We attribute this accomplishment to the unprece-
dented quality of our data and the powerful magnification of
A1689. And we expect that similar high-quality images will
trace out radial critical curves in other massive clusters as well.

Fig. 21.—Comparison of the best-fit model profile (top left panel ) with the NFW prediction of CDM; shown is rs ¼ 310 kpc h�1, C ¼ 8:2. The dashed line is the
singular isothermal case normalized to the observed Einstein radius for comparison. The scale is linear in angle, to help show the accuracy of the fit. The full logarithmic
form is shown top right compared with the full NFW profile demonstrating that our lensing data covers only the shallow region of the profile interior to r < rs. The
bottom left panel is the magnification derived by our best-fitting model, compared with the NFW prediction, demonstrating how well the locations of the critical curves
are reproduced at radii of �1700 and �5000 by the NFW model, and also that the central magnification is accurately followed. There is a slight excess outside the
tangential critical radius that results from the elongated shape of the tangential critical curve, enhancing the azimuthally averaged magnification in circular bins. Amuch
smaller excess can be seen in the radial mass profile, which is less pronounced because the mass distribution is inherently rounder than the path of the tangential critical
curve (see Fig. 1 for a two-dimensional comparison of mass contour with the path of the tangential critical curve). The weak-lensing measurements of Clowe &
Schneider are shown (bottom right panel ) vs. the ellipticity expected for the best-fitting NFW profile. The weak-lensing data imply a much smaller tangential critical
radius than observed (2000 vs. 5000), indicating some problem.
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The radial magnification is also of interest below when we
examine the azimuthal mass profile and is very simply related to
the radial deflection angle:

�(�)�1 ¼ 1� � (�)

�

� �
1� d�

d�

� 	
: ð16Þ

The first term is the tangential stretch factor, and the second is
the radial stretch factor. The tangential and radial critical curves
are defined by where these terms diverge: at two discrete radii in
this azimuthal average. This form for the magnification proves
more useful for model comparisons than the two-dimensional
form of equation (15), which diverges at many radii because of
the asymmetry of the lens.

10.1. Radial vversus Tanggential Critical Radii

A striking and simple result follows from comparing the ratio
of the Einstein radius, ’5000, to the radius of the radial critical
curve, ’1700 (Fig. 1). This ratio is ’3, close to the minimum
value for a power law profile, which we now show tends to the
base of natural logs, e ¼ 2:718 for a flat profile, p ¼ 0. To see
what constraint this ratio places on the inner projected slope of
the mass profile, consider a power-law mass distribution. Using
equation (3) above for a power-law profile, the tangential a(�)
and radial b(�) stretch factors become

a(�)�1 ¼ 1� CD

2� q
��q; ð17Þ

Fig. 22.—Same as the previous figure, but with the main subgroup excluded (see text) when making all azimuthally averaged profiles. The fit to the NFW profile
is very good, although the concentration parameter, Cvir ¼ 8:2, is somewhat larger than predicted for cluster mass halos.
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and

b(�)�1 ¼ 1� CD
1� q

2� q
��q: ð18Þ

These stretch factors diverge at the tangential critical (Einstein)
radius �E and at the radial critical radius �r , so that the ratio of
critical radii is simply

�E=�r ¼ (1� q)�1=q: ð19Þ

Hence, the radial critical radius saturates at a maximum value
of �e /e as q ! 0 and disappears altogether for the isothermal
case, as q ! 1. The observed ratio of the critical radii noted
above, �e=�r ’ 3, corresponds to d log�(�)=d log (�) ’ �0:3,
using equation (19). Clearly, then, the existence of a well-
defined radial critical curve and its large radius relative to the
tangential critical curve indicates that the inner mass profile of
A1689 is much flatter than the purely isothermal case and will
be shown later to compare very well with the more physical
models discussed in x 11.5, which are predicted to have shallow
central profiles.

11. MASS, LIGHT, AND MODEL PROFILES

In this section we examine the radial profiles of the mass and
light and make comparisons with models. It is necessary to bin
the data radially for such comparisons, and so we must discuss
the role of substructure and ellipticity. The effect of the main
subgroup on the mass profile can be seen in the above mass
profile (Figs. 21 and 22) as a small flat excess of mass in the mass
profile just outside the critical radius. This subgroup is most
likely a chance projection lying�70Mpc h�1 in the background,
as argued below. Our model solution down-weights this group as
can be seen by comparing the initial mass distribution (Fig. 23)

with the model output solution (Fig. 24), where the secondary
peak is much less prominent, implying a lower M/L for the
subgroup than for the main cluster. The mass associated with this
group can be ignored when determining the radial profile, by
excluding a generous area centered on the subgroup. If we ex-
clude a circular area with a radius of 2000centered on the four
luminous galaxies comprising the subgroup, at a distance of 8000

from the center of the cluster, the excess bump in the radial mass
profile disappears (Fig. 24). Hence, the main subgroup has only
a minor effect on the mass or light profiles, but we can easily
exclude it in the subsequent analysis.

11.1. Mass vversus Ligght

The radial distribution of the mass and light can be compared
directly by binning both the model-generated mass map and the
observed two-dimensional light map of the cluster sequence
galaxies. The exact choice of center for constructing radial
profiles is not very important. The center of mass must lie close
to the center of the radial critical curve, which is approximately
circular. This point is nearly coincident with the most luminous
central cD galaxy, separated by ’600, so that for most purposes
we can conveniently use the centroid of the cD galaxy as a rep-
resentative center for the cluster as a whole. Figure 25 shows a
comparison of the mass and light profiles, in circular bins,
suitably scaled. The profiles of mass and light are quite similar
for r > 50 kpc h�1, but with an obvious difference on smaller
scales, r < 50 kpc h�1. The central luminous galaxies are tightly
bunchedwithin this radius, leading to an excess of light overmass,
comparedwith larger radius. Onemight wonder towhat extent the
central mass profile is composed of mass associated with these

Fig. 23.—Mass distribution before iteration. The double peaked structure
reflects the distribution of luminous cluster galaxies used as the starting point
for the mass model. The blue contour corresponding to the critical surface
density, required to generate multiple images. Other mass contours (green) are
labeled in units of this critical density, and the critical curve is overlayed in red.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 24.—Best-fitting mass distribution after iteration. Our model is domi-
nated by the main group of central luminous ellipticals, yielding a fairly round
mass distribution (rounder than the previous figure) with one main peak cen-
tered near (600 from) the most luminous cD galaxy. The main subgroup is found
to have much less mass in our model. However, the tangential critical curve
(red) is greatly affected by the main subgroup, as image distortions are not
linearly related to mass in the strong-lensing region but are rather sensitive to
perturbations near the Einstein ring. Note that the critical surface mass density
contour (blue) is now centered on the main group of galaxies and does not form
two ‘‘islands’’ as is the case in the previous figure, for the starting position. [See
the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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galaxies. We can simply remove the mass associated with the
stars in these galaxies by adopting a standard M/L for the lu-
minous regions where velocity dispersion measurements lead to
M=LB � 5 h M�=LB�, (Sheth et al. 2003; Padmanabhan et al.
2004) for luminous elliptical galaxies. If we subtract this mass
from the total, the resulting mass profile is offset by a negligible
amount over the full range of radius because the M/L of the
cluster as a whole is so much larger than that of the starlight,
�400 h (M/LB)�.

Only if the M/L associated with the galaxies is increased to
greater than 30 h (M=LB)� is there any significant effect on the
profile (Figs. 25 and 26), producing a slight flattening in the
center, r < 20 kpc h�1. A large M/L for the galaxies may be
reasonable but must include mass well in excess of the bary-
onic component from the stars, and it is also in excess of the
dynamical masses estimated for luminous elliptical galaxies,
�10(M/LB)�. In N-body work, the resulting dark matter profile
is not separated into cluster and galaxy components, so for
comparison with the N-body work, we include all the mass and
do not make any correction for the galaxies. It is not correct to
subtract dark matter associated with galaxies when comparing
with the N-body work, since this and other substructure is in-
cluded by default in the N-body–based radial mass profiles.

Careful work on other clusters in which the central cD galaxy
is much more prominent and the overall M/L of the cluster is
lower, so more care is required to evaluate the role of the central

galaxy on the strong-lensing effects (Sand et al. 2002; Gavazzi
et al. 2003).
It is also worth quoting here an M/L for the region interior to

the Einstein radius since this number is usually the only reliable
lensing-related quantity for more typical quality data, especially
for ground-based data, where one giant arc is often the only
strongly lensed image identified. TheM/Lmeasured in a circular
aperture of 5000 centered close to the cD galaxy, is (M=L)E ¼
320 h � 20 h (M=LB)�, with a small uncertainty as the mean red-
shift of the critical curve is defined accurately at z̄ ¼ 3 from the
average photometric redshift of the multiply imaged background
galaxies. This value is identical to that derived for the mass
interior to the Einstein ring of CL 0024+17, where M=L(r <
100 kpc h�1) ¼ 320 h � 20 h (M=LB)� (Broadhurst et al. 2000)
and corresponds to almost the same physical radius �100 kpc
h�1 in projection.

11.2. Radial Maggnification Profile

The location of the radial critical curve relative to the tan-
gential critical curve is sensitive to the inner profile of the mass
distribution, the ratio of the radii being larger for a shallower
profile, as described above. We readily identify the asymmetry
of the tangential critical curve, which enhances the azimuthally
averaged magnification in circular bins. A corresponding slight
excess is seen in the mass profile too but is much less pro-
nounced as the mass distribution is more circularly symmetric

Fig. 25.—Mass and light profiles are compared in the left-hand panel for our best-fit model. The light profile (dashed curve with circular points attached ) is more
concentrated than the mass (solid lines). Four curves (solid lines) are shown for the mass distribution, which differ in the amount of mass assigned to the galaxies and
subtracted from the total. This subtraction is performed in two dimensions using the light map described in the text. The upper mass curve is the total mass, and the
three slightly lower curves have mass subtracted by scaling the radial light curve (long-dashed line) by the ratio M=L ¼ 5, 10, and 30 h (M/LB)�. This has negligible
effect, even in the center where the light peaks, owing to the very highM/L of the cluster as a whole. Excluding the light of the subgroup from the overall light profile is
shown too (short-dashed line), and this has a small effect on the light profile; in particular, it raises the overall M/L (right-hand panel, dashed curve).
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than the tangential critical radius (Fig. 27). To minimize the
effect of the divergent critical lines on the magnification, we can
azimuthally average 1=�(a) over all pixels, and invert this sum
to produce a radially binned magnification profile �(r). This
profile is a much better fit to an NFW profile for the region
outside the tangential critical curve, but at the expense of well-
defined critical radii.

11.3. Critical Curvves and the Ligght Profile

We can ask where the critical curves should lie if the mass
strictly follows the light. By taking the map of the light distri-
bution of galaxies associated with the cluster, described in x 7,
and scaling by an averageM/L and binned radially, we can read-
ily calculate the corresponding magnification profile and iden-
tify critical curves. With M=L � 400 h (M=LB)�, the Einstein
radius, although a little noisy, matches the 5000 radius observed.
However, no obvious radial critical curve is formed. This is
because the central light profile is too steep, ’��1 (close to an
isothermal slope), and as pointed out above (eq. [19]), the radial
critical curve shrinks to zero as the index of the profile tends to
p ¼ 1, so that no radial critical curve is expected. Therefore, the
presence of a large radial critical curve in the data immediately
makes clear that the central mass profile is not as steep as that of
the light, or equivalentlyM/Lmust be lower than average in the
center.

Notice that although we began our modeling by taking the
light profile as a starting point, the resulting best fit has a
shallower mass profile than the light (Fig. 25). This, together

with the more model-independent conclusion based on the rel-
ative ratio of the critical radii (eq. [19]), implies that the mass
does not trace the light in detail, and instead the light is more
concentrated than the mass. Plausibly, dynamical friction may
operate on the cluster galaxies, concentrating them relative to
the mass in general, as can be inferred from El-Zant et al.
(2004).

11.4. Softened Isothermal Profile

A softened isothermal profile is often discussed as a physical
description of a gravitationally relaxed system. Since lensing
relates only to the projected mass profile, a distinctive core in
three dimensions will be less obvious in projection. Integrating
a softened isothermal potential with a projected core radius of
�c , and Einstein radius, �E, yields a projected mass profile:

�(�)=�crit(z) ¼
1

2

�c þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2c þ �2E

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ �2c

p : ð20Þ

Using equation (1), the corresponding bend angle for a
softened potential becomes,

� (�) ¼ 1

�
��c þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ �2c

q� �
�c þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2c þ �2E

q� 	
: ð21Þ

This expression tends to a constant bend angle of � ¼ �E
when the core radius is zero, equivalent to the singular iso-
thermal case. For small angles, �T�c , the bend angle tends to

Fig. 26.—Range of acceptable profiles corresponding to the 1 � limits on fitting the image locations. The corresponding range of M/L profiles is plotted in the
right-hand panels—the steeper slope has the lower overall M/L at large radius. Note that profiles of differing slopes must cross within the Einstein radius, as can be
seen in the left-hand panel, as the total mass is fixed by definition for a given observed Einstein radius and is independent of the mass profile.
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zero, so that light passing through the core is relatively unde-
flected by the presence of a core.

If we fix �E(z ¼ 3) ¼ 49B5 to match the observations, and
vary the core radius, �c , then a radial critical curve can be gen-
erated andmatched to the data where �r(z ¼ 3) ¼ 1700, as shown
in Figure 28 (bottom right box). The corresponding surface
mass profile for this choice of core radius is also shown in
Figure 28 (top right box). This profile is steeper than derived
from our observations for angles larger than the core radius
and flattens to a constant density interior to this radius. This
profile is not favored by the observations, although it is surpris-
ingly similar in form, with a mean slope of d log�=d log (�) ¼
�0:8. The corresponding form of the radial magnification
profile is also unlike that derived from the data, being more
sharply peaked around �E and falls well below predictions for
� � �r .

We can instead adjust the core radius to match our best-fitting
mass profile, requiring �c ¼ 2000, which produces a significantly
larger radius for the radial critical curve, 2200, than observed,
as shown in Figure 28. This sensitivity to the location of the
critical curves is produced by the flattening of the density
profile in the core enlarging the radius of the radial critical
curve relative to the Einstein radius, so that even a relativity
small core has a marked effect on the radius of the radial critical
curve.

It is perhaps premature to conclude that the softened iso-
thermal is entirely excluded. More work on the effect of ellip-
ticity and the relative brightness of central images compared
with the corresponding counterimages at larger radius will al-
low a fuller exploration of this profile.

The softened isothermal profile is favored over a generalized
NFW profile in the analysis of Gavazzi et al. (2003) for the cD-
dominated cluster MS 1417+22. The authors point out this con-
clusion hinges on a plausible identification of a faint central
image as part of a multiple lensed system and on an accurate
description of the central cD galaxy, and it assumes that the
centers of mass of the cD and the cluster mass profile are spa-
tially coincident.

11.5. Comparison with NFW Profile

A universal parameterization of cold dark matter (CDM) based
mass profiles has been advocated by Navarro et al. (1996, here-
after NFW). This is an azimuthally averaged profile summed over
sets of halos identified in N-body simulations and variations
between halos of similar mass are found in detail. This N-body–
based profile is summed over all the mass contained within the
main halo, including the galaxy sized halos. Hence, we compare
our integrated observed mass profile directly with the NFW pre-
dictions without having to invent a prescription to remove the
cluster galaxies.
NFW have shown that massive CDM halos are less concen-

trated with increasing halomass, a trend identified with collapse
redshift, which is generally higher for smaller halos, following
from the increased cosmological density of matter at higher
redshift. Cluster halos, being the most massive bound struc-
tures, form later in hierarchical models like CDM and therefore
have a relatively low concentration, quantified by the ratio of
Cvir ¼ rvir=rs and are found to follow a density profile lacking a
core, but with a much shallower central profile (r � 100 kpc
h�1) than a purely isothermal body. This predicted inner flat-
tening, although a distinctive prediction of CDM-based cos-
mologies, has not been critically examined by observation for
want of discriminating data. Weak-lensing measurements, for
example, are inherently ambiguous with respect to the mass
profile and not able to distinguish the NFW profile from other
quite different profiles (e.g. Clowe et al. 2000; King et al.
2002b).
The fit to an NFW profile is made leaving both parameters,

rs and �s , free—the characteristic radius and the corresponding
density. These are separately constrained by the critical radii—
both the tangential and the radial critical curves and by the form
of the projected mass profile. Integrating the mass along a
column, z, where r 2 ¼ (	rrs)

2 þ z2 gives

M (	r) ¼ �sr
3
s (	r)

Z 	r

o

d 2	r

Z 1

�1

1

(r=rs)(1þ r=rs)
2

dz

rs
: ð22Þ

Using this mass, a bend angle of � ¼ 4GM (<�)=c2�dl½ � ;
dls=dsð Þ is produced at position � ¼ 	rrs=dl.
The mean interior mass within some radius rx ¼ xCxrs can be

obtained by integration of the NFW profile giving

M (<r) ¼ 4�

3
r 3x

�m(o)�c(1þ z)3

x3�m(zl )

;
log (1þ xCx)� xCx=1þ xCxð Þ
log (1þ Cx)� Cx=1þ Cxð Þ

� �
: ð23Þ

An accurate fit to an NFW profile is achieved with a char-
acteristic radius of rs ¼ 310þ140

�120
kpc h�1 and concentration

parameter Cvir ¼ 8:2þ2:1
�1:8 (Figs. 19 and 22), where the above in-

tegral is carried out to the virial radius, rvir (note that sometimes

Fig. 27.—Radial magnification profile for the data determined from the two-
dimensional map diverges over a wide range of radius because the tangential
critical curve is not circular but has excursions around subgroups. So to help
better define critical curves we average 1/�(r), and plot the inverse of this (solid
curve) and now the radial and tangential critical radii are well defined. If instead
we calculate the magnification profile form the radially average mass distri-
bution (using eq. [16]), then the profile is better behaved, diverging at only two
points (dashed curve), and the radii of these divergent points correspond well
with the maxima of the solid curve calculated from the two-dimensional map.
In the next series of figures we make radial comparisons of theoretical pre-
dictions with the latter curve, derived by using the radially binned mass maps.
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the concentration parameter is quoted for a smaller radius at
which the mean interior density is 200 times the cosmological
mean density, which gives a smaller value for the concentra-
tion parameter, C200 ¼ 6:51:9�1:6). Note that by incorporating the
relative magnifications (x 9) a small improvement in the accu-
racy of the concentration parameter is obtained (Fig. 19),Cvir ¼
7:31:6�1:4. This corresponds to a virial mass of Mvir ¼ 2:6 ;
1015 h M� and a velocity dispersion of�� � 1700 km s�1 at rs .
The fit is remarkable for the way it not only follows the form of
the profile all the way to the center of mass but also accurately
reproduces the locations of both the radial and tangential criti-
cal curves. In fact, one can make a comparison with the entire
magnification profile not just the divergent critical radii and this

is also shown in Figures 22 and 29 (bottom left panels). The
magnification profile is rather well reproduced overall, with a
small excess compared to NFW outside the tangential radius.
If we reduce rs to only 100 kpc h�1, for example, the critical
curves are underestimated by a factor of�2.5. This less massive
model reproduces the outer weak-lensing measurements dis-
cussed below but is clearly inconsistent with the strong-lensing
results.

The concentration parameter derived from this fit is relatively
high for such a massive halo. A value of Cvir � 5 is generally
anticipated for massive clusters, although the scatter in con-
centration at a given mass is considerable (e.g., Bullock et al.
2001). It is important to measure the outer profile of the mass

Fig. 28.—Solid curves are for a softened isothermal profile, compared with the best-fit solution for the mass profile and magnification profile. The upper left-hand
box shows that the mass profile is well fitted by the model profile with a core radius of 2200. However, the corresponding radius of the radial critical curve
significantly exceeds the observed radius (bottom left panel ). If instead the core radius of the softened isothermal model is reduced to 1100 to reproduce the observed
radius of the radial critical curve (bottom right panel ), then the slope of the projected profile is too steep to match the lens model (top right panel ).
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distribution to constrain more clearly the degree of concentra-
tion. This we now are tackling with high-quality Subaru im-
aging (Broadhurst et al. 2005).

12. WEAK-LENSING, DYNAMICAL,
AND X-RAY RESULTS

We have only sampled the profile to a radius of 250 kpc h�1,
which corresponds to r � rs for the best-fit NFW profile obtained
above.We can compare the outer profile of A1689 with the weak-
lensing distortion measurements made by various groups. Weak-
lensing measurements of A1689 analyzed by Clowe & Schneider
(2001) andKing et al. (2002a), underpredict the Einstein radius by
over a factor of �2, predicting an Einstein radius of only 2000

compared to the 5000 observed and are unable to discriminate
significantly between an NFW profile and a purely isothermal
profile. The weak-lensing signal is known to be heavily diluted in
typical ground-based data (Kaiser et al. 1995), requiring large
corrections (a correction factor upward of 3 is typical for the
seeing alone) for the seeing and the contamination by undistorted
galaxies belonging to the cluster and the foreground. Although
this latter effect has been addressed in detail by Clowe &
Schneider (2001), they have only one optical passband and
thereby suffer maximal contamination. The authors conclude that
the mass derived from their weak-lensing observations falls well
short of the Einstein radius, by a factor �2.5, a discrepancy that
is reinforced with recent deeper weak-lensing work of Bardeau

Fig. 29.—Left-hand panels show a shallow surface density profile and the magnification for a shallow profile case corresponding to the two-dimensional map of
Fig. 13, which poorly fits the multiple-image positions. The radial critical curve is too large, and the magnifications are enormous. The right-hand panels show a
profile that is steep to match well the multiple image locations and can be seen to have only a very small radial critical curve. These profiles correspond to the two-
dimensional map shown in Fig. 15.
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et al. (2004) for this cluster using Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope, who find good agreement with the weak-lensing mea-
surements of Clowe & Schneider. Tyson & Fischer (1995), on the
other hand, favor a mass profile that is steeper than isothermal,
( p ¼ �1:4) for the region r > 100 kpc h, using modest quality
4 m CTIO imaging.

For the small overlap region of the strong-lensing and weak-
lensing data, our best-fit model overpredicts the weak-lensing
strength by �2:0 � 0:3 (Fig. 22, bottom right plot). If we take
the most concentrated profile consistent with the strong-lensing
data this discrepancy is reduced by only 30%. Clearly it is
important to attempt weak-lensing measurements with better
seeing and with deep multicolor images, to minimize the con-
tamination by blue foreground and cluster galaxies.

A redshift survey of the luminous cluster galaxies by Teague
et al. (1990), reveals a broad distribution of cluster galaxy ve-
locities and a tail to higher velocities (Fig. 30). The large value
of � ¼ 2355 � 200 km s�1 derived by Teague et al. (1990) is
probably overestimated owing to the presence of a background
subgroup (Miralda Escudé & Babul 1995; Girardi et al. 1997).
Lower values of 1400 km s�1 are preferred by a wavelet anal-
ysis of Girardi et al. (1997), although inspection of the one-
dimensional distribution of velocities shows that a Gaussian
of 1700 km s�1 is a good fit when excluding the only obvious
subgroup at +7000 km s�1 (see Fig. 30, where we have over-
layed this fit). This background group is estimated to have a
velocity dispersion of only 700 km s�1 (Girardi et al. 1997) and
contains the bright galaxies of the subgroup, which from our
strong-lensing analysis, is obviously a separate entity distinct
from the main body of the cluster. The relatively low velocity

dispersion of this subgroup is consistent with our modeling,
which shows that this group has a noticeably lower M/L com-
pared with the main cluster, by a factor of �3.

Xue & Wu (2002) obtained a detailed Chandra X-ray map
and limited spectral information for the plasma in A1689. These
authors prefer a high gas temperature of �10–13 keV, with a
trend to somewhat lower temperature toward the center, based
on a double beta model fit that aims to account for soft X-ray
absorption. The X-ray contours of A1689 are close to circular at
all radii, out to 1 Mpc h�1, the limit of the data, with no obvious
excess corresponding to the main subgroup described above.
Naively taking the above gas temperature and assuming the gas
and the dark matter are isothermal and that the gas is fully ion-
ized with primordial abundance, then the predicted Einstein
radius becomes �e ¼ 4�(KT=0:6mpc

2)dls=ds ¼ 4500, close to
the observed value of�5000. More recent X-ray observations of
A1689 with XMM-Newton (Andersson & Madejski 2004) in-
dicate a maximum temperature of�8 keV, at about the Einstein
radius, 100 kpc h�1, and the best fit to an NFW profile gives
rs ¼ 1:1 � 0:2 Mpc h�1, which is about one-third of the value
derived here. However, Andersson & Madejski (2004) point
out there is evidence of asymmetry of the gas velocity profile
and also asymmetry in the temperature map, so that the simple
assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium required to derive a clus-
ter mass profile from X-ray temperature and density profile in-
formation may not be justified.

13. COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

In principle, lensing may provide a measurement of the cos-
mological curvature by simply comparing the scale of the de-
flection field for multiply lensed sources as a function of source
redshift behind a lens. This follows from the simple linear de-
pendence of the bend angle with the distance ratio, dls/ds , which
appears as a scaling term in the general expression for the bend
angle (eq. [5]). For a given source distance, the deflection field,
a(a), is proportional to the distance ratio, D ¼ dls=ds. The bend
angles also scale linearly with the amplitude of the surface mass
distribution, �o, but this is not measured independently by
lensing. Therefore, in the absence of any external constraint,
the relative scaling of the bend angle field is proportional to the
product of both, �oD. Hence, only the relative scaling of the
deflection field can be used when examining cosmological cur-
vature via lensing.

The relative distance ratios of sources lensed by the same
cluster are only a weak function of cosmology and are best mea-
sured for a given lens using many sources over a wide range of
source redshift. In constructing the model mass distribution
(x 8) we set the normalization at a reference redshift of z ¼ 3,
i.e., fk � D(z)=Do; Do � D(z ¼ 3). This redshift is preferred
since it is the average redshift of the background sources. The
function D(z) can be expressed in terms of redshift for a given
set of cosmological parameters. In the main case of interest, that
of a flat model with a nonzero cosmological constant, the re-
lation is given by

D(z) ¼ c

H0

1

(1þ z)

Z z

0

dz

½�� þ �M (1þ z)3�1=2
: ð24Þ

General expressions for the dependence of this distance ratio
on arbitrary combinations of �m and �� are lengthy and can be
found in Fukugita et al. (1990).

A comparison of relative deflection angles and hence rela-
tive distance ratios has not been feasible to date using strong

Fig. 30.—Redshift histogram for galaxies in field of A1689. The solid curve
is a Gaussian of width 1700 km s�1 matched to the best-fitting NFWmodel (see
text). The dashed curve is the original fit by Teague et al. 1990, which includes
the main subgroup of galaxies in the high-velocity tail of the histogram. This
dispersion is too large to be consistent with lensing if considered as a single
relaxed object. The preferred dispersion of �1700 km s�1 for the best-fit NFW
profile to our data is overplotted (and corresponds to �17 keV), providing a
good fit to the bulk of the measured velocities and implying that the higher
redshift group centered on 600 km s�1 and corresponding to the main subgroup
of the cluster (seen displaced by 1A5 from the center of mass in Fig. 4) is not part
of the relaxed body of the cluster, but lies close in projection.
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lensing, since this requires manymultiple sources behind a given
lens and a reliable model for a statistically meaningful mea-
surement. Here we take our set of models described above and
simply determine the value of fk using equation (14). Figure 17
(top panels) shows the values of fk � Dk(z)=Do(z ¼ 3) for three
choices of resulting mass profiles (also shown in Figs. 1, 2, and
3) covering the range 0:4 < d log �(r)=d log (r)½ � < 1, and we
compare the corresponding predictions for the redshift depen-
dence of Dk(z)=Do(z ¼ 3), for various choices of cosmological
parameters.

The difference between cosmological model for the inter-
esting range 0 < �M þ �� � 1 is smaller than the scatter be-
tween the data points (Fig. 17). However, the form of this
function, D(z)/Do , does have a distinctive dependence on red-
shift, virtually independent of the cosmological parameters for
the above range. So we can turn the question around and adopt
the reasonable assumption that the cosmological parameters
lie in the standard range, 0 < �M þ �� � 1, and then evaluate
the fits to fk to see which profile is preferred. Importantly, this
evaluation of the mass profile is independent of our model fit-
ting to the image locations because we do not make use of the
redshift information when fitting the model to the locations of
the multiple images, since as we showed in x 8.5 (see Fig. 16),
the output mass distribution is virtually independent of the
choice of input values of fk when fitting the image positions.

The values of fk are found to increase with redshift as pre-
dicted for the above range of cosmological parameters (see
Fig. 31). In particular, the model resulting in a mean slope of
p̄ ’ 0:55 (Fig. 17, middle panel ) is preferred by the data over
the extreme slopes considered (Fig. 17, left and right panels)
with a tight scatter about the cosmological relation, accurately
following the distinctive trend with redshift.

That the best-fitting lens model should produce this sensible
geometric trend with redshift adds considerable credibility to the
model and need not have turned out so well, since neither the
redshift information nor any cosmological model is involved in
making the mass model, as noted in x 8.5. Note that the scatter on
the distance-redshift relation found this way is not small enough
to distinguish between the interesting cosmologicalmodels; how-
ever, combinations with �M þ �� > 1:2 are clearly excluded
by the data.
We have evaluated the scatter about the standard cosmological

relations as a function of the mean output mass profile finding a
smooth trend with a minimum at p̄ � 0:55þ0:1

�0:15, where the 1 �
scatter is estimated empirically from dispersion on the scatter of
the best model � Di(z)=Do(z ¼ 3)½ � ¼ 0:009. This best-fit value
for the slope is also the slope preferred by fitting the multiple
image positions as described above. Note that the three objects
with measured redshifts are no better at describing the cosmo-
logical redshift dependence than those with photo-z, lending, by
consistency, further credibility to our method of estimating pho-
tometric redshifts in addition to the good agreement with the
spectroscopic redshifts.
The lens model can of course be rerun by setting these rel-

ative distances to the their best-fit value and rerunning the
model to improve the relative distances. However, this iteration
produces a negligible change in the mass profile, and only a tiny
change in the rederived relative distances.
With independent mass information for the cluster we can

use the lensing information to better discriminate between the
models, since the normalization using Do(z ¼ 3) is not then re-
quired. If we take the measured velocity dispersion of the cluster
� ¼ 1700 � 100 km s�1 and adopt a circular critical radius
based on the pattern of the most tangentially stretched arcs to be

Fig. 31.—Relative distance ratios, fk , for 28 multiply lensed galaxies with redshift measurements or reliable photo-z values. The left-hand plot shows the calculated
value for each set of images before the model is iterated using the input mass distribution, and the right-hand plot shows the marked improvement achieved when the
iteration procedure is applied to minimize the overall error on the model image positions, described in x 8.3. The bend-angle is scaled to z ¼ 3 ( fk � 1). The absolute
bend angles are not known independently as they are products of the relative distances and the normalization of the mass map. The three close curves cover the range
of currently interesting cosmologies, which in order of increasing gradient are (�m; �k) ¼ (0:1; 0), (0.3, 0.7), (1, 0), and (0.1, 1.2), this final (top) curve being
discrepant. This plot demonstrates that the bend angles predicted by the model are fully consistent with the purely geometric effect expected for any reasonable
cosmology. Higher redshift clusters must be examined in order to constrain the cosmological parameters with more accuracy. Note that two very close pairs of images
(sources 13 and 14) are excluded from this plot since their predicted locations are too sensitive to the location of the critical curve, which in both cases passes between
producing an unreliable distance estimate. The remarkable point here is that the redshift information is not used in generating the best-fit model—only the angular
information on the image locations, and hence the sensible trend found here of bend angle vs. redshift adds considerable confidence regarding the model.
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approximately �E ¼ 4000 5500, and we assign the mean redshift
of z̄ � 3, we can adjust the amplitude of the mass distribution
accordingly, assuming that motions are approximately isother-
mal, which may not be consistent with the flatter than isothermal
mass profile obtained from our modeling. By plotting the un-
normalized values of Di (z) compared with the above choices of
cosmological parameters, we then see that within the additional
uncertainties introduced by the measured velocity dispersion and
the uncertain critical radius, little is gained in terms of precision
and this gain may be significantly undermined by the assumption
of isothermality. Perhaps careful dynamical modeling or hydro-
dynamic modeling can help to make use of the dynamical and
X-ray measurements will help in establishing the benefit of this
external information for this cosmological test.

Finally, we mention the benefit of extending this work to
higher redshift clusters. For the low redshift of A1689, the dis-
tance ratio is close to saturation by z � 1, so that ds ’ dls. The
dynamic range of dls can be expanded for higher redshift clus-
ters. For a cluster atz ¼ 0:5, for example, the range in fk for
source redshifts covering the range 1 < z < 5 is 30%, a factor
of 3 larger than for A1689 at z ¼ 0:185. However, some of this
improvement is offset by the naturally smaller critical radius
produced for a more distant cluster of fixed mass, as the lens-
source separation is smaller and hence the numbers of multiply
lensed images will be correspondingly fewer, unless we obtain
even deeper images to compensate.

14. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained the highest quality images of a lensing
cluster to date, surpassing previous work both in terms of depth
and spatial resolution and have been rewarded with an order of
magnitude increase in the numbers of multiply lensed galaxies
identified around an individual cluster. This substantial improve-
ment has permitted detailed modeling of the cluster, which for
the first time allows us to trace a radial critical curve and to
measure the mass profile of the cluster all the way to the center,
inside the radial critical curve, using the many small counter-
images found projected on the center of mass.

Also for the first time, we have measured the purely geometric
change of the bend angle with source distance, finding consis-
tency with a flat universe for a wide range of redshift, 1:0 <
z < 5:5. This is an important consistency check on the currently
more accurate measurements of the cosmological parameters at
lower redshift, based on Type Ia supernovae and on the cosmic
microwave background fluctuation spectrum at high redshift.

Our main conclusions are the following:

1. We have identified 106 multiply lensed images, corre-
sponding to 30 multiply lensed galaxies behind A1689. These
images include tangential and radially stretched images and also
tiny demagnified central images interior to the radial critical
curve. Both the radial and tangential critical curves are delin-
eated in unprecedented detail. This is the first time that any radial
critical curve has been traced without a model, just by virtue of
the many radial arcs visible. Tiny pointlike central images are also
found in considerable numbers, allowing for the first time the
mass distribution to be traced all the way in to the center of mass.

2. The best-fitting mass profile derived from the multiple im-
ages has a continuously flattening projected slope toward the
center of mass with an average gradient of d log�(r)=d log (r) ¼
�0:55 � 0:1, in the observed range of r < 250 kpc h�1 and is
flatter than the light profile. The profile derived from the posi-
tions of the multiple images is checked independently by com-
paring the relative fluxes of multiple images with the model

prediction for the relative magnifications, and we also compare
the photometric redshift of the multiple images with the relative
distances derived from the model. We see that the relative mag-
nifications are reproduced very well by our best-fitting model
over the full range of radius. The distance-redshift relation is
found to follow accurately the form of expected form of the
cosmological relation for standard cosmology. These consisten-
cies add considerable confidence that our approach modeling has
produced an accurate mass profile for the inner region of A1689.

3. The shape of the mass distribution is approximately cir-
cular in projection and much rounder than the clumpy spatial
distribution of luminous cluster galaxies. In particular, the main
subgroup is a relatively small mass perturbation. The roundness
of this mass distribution argues against this cluster being a
lengthy projected filament along the line of sight, although it
does not rule out a favorable alignment of a triaxial potential
boosting the observed surface density.

4. A softened isothermal profile can be made to match well
the modeled mass profile or to reproduce the locations of the
critical radii, but not both simultaneously. The profile is either
too steep or has too large a radial critical curve. Nevertheless,
this model comes strikingly close to matching the data for a core
radius of ’2000. Given the potential physical importance of any
core in the mass distribution, this possibility should be examined
more rigorously to evaluate, for example, the influence of el-
lipticity on the location and shape of the radial critical curve.

5. The mass-to-light ratio of A1689 is high, M=L(r <
250 kpc h�1) ’ 400 h (M=LB)�, 30% larger than any other
well-studied cluster, continuing the general trend of higher M/L
with increasingmass. This large valuemeans that the stellar mass
is a negligible contribution to the overall mass, even in the center
r < 50 kpc h�1, where the light is more concentrated than the
mass. Only for values exceedingM=L > 30 h (M=LB)� do gal-
axies have any noticeable effect on the slope of the inner mass
profile. So unlike other lensing work where the cD dominates
central mass, we do not suffer from the uncertain subtraction of
the central galaxies.

6. Our best-fitting mass profile to an NFW profile is strik-
ingly good, accounting naturally for the shallow profile observed
and its continuous flattening toward the center of mass and the
relative radii of the tangential and radial critical curves. This is
arguably the most accurate measurement of the central mass
profile of any cluster in the region r < rs, where the profile of a
CDM-dominated halo is predicted to be relatively shallow. In-
terestingly, the concentration parameter we derive for the inner
region may be surprisingly high for such a massive halo, and it
will be important to examine the form of the mass profile to larger
radius with weak-lensing measurements to more directly con-
strain the degree to which the profile as a whole is concentrated.

7. The cosmological dependence of the bend angle of light
with redshift scales purely geometrically with the lensing dis-
tance ratio, dls/ds . This trend is convincingly detected here for
the first time. It is, however, not a strong function of redshift for
the interesting range of cosmological parameters, but it is con-
sistent with the standard flat model, and excludes combinations
with �M þ �k > 1:2. The agreement need not have been so
clear—the modeling does not include the redshift information,
so therefore the fact that the bend angle–redshift trend follows
the expected geometric relation adds considerable confidence to
our approach to lens modeling.

Clearly it is also important to explore the generality of our
results by observing other clusters. Our GTO survey will in-
clude a few more massive lensing clusters, but the images will
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be shallower than for A1689, with fewer than 20 orbits each. A
more dedicated effort, equivalent in depth to the deep field
programs, would be very well rewarded, increasing our knowl-
edge of the nature of dark matter, and would provide samples of
the most distant galaxies. It should also permit an independent
measurement of the cosmological curvature in a redshift range
not covered by Type Ia supernova or cosmic microwave back-
ground observations.
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